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ABSTRACT
The 1815 Personal Property Tax is unique in its assessment of nonessential luxury
and high-style items. Eighty-nine percent of Fredericksburg households and businesses
paid some personal property tax to raise money for the state’s defense. The three
hundred twelve households and businesses listed on the document represent all mature
age groups and economic strata except the most impoverished. The detailed tax records
provide an opportunity to explore the distribution of wealth in 1815 Fredericksburg, to
look for evidence of group identification among women and free black men, and to
discover wealth and luxury as defined by the possession of taxable material goods.
In the early nineteenth century, increasing numbers of women managed their own
households and consumed luxury goods to convey their independent status to society.
Due to death, desertion, divorce, or decision, autonomous women assumed the
responsibilities necessary to support themselves and their dependent family members.
The thirty-five women listed in the tax document represent free, urban, and independent
black and white women. Women owned thirty-six of the sixty-six taxable luxuries
enumerated on the 1815 tax list and paid an average personal property tax of three dollars
twelve cents. Fredericksburg’s autonomous women were more likely to own furniture,
productive capital, and household furnishings than social equipment, timepieces, or
transportation. High-style luxury goods were found at all tax levels, not concentrated at
the top. In spite of the difficulties these women faced supporting themselves and their
families, thirty-seven percent of female-headed households in Fredericksburg paid a
personal property tax on a variety of luxury items.
Every free black man in Fredericksburg was charged a two dollars fifty cents head
tax regardless of whether or not they possessed material taxable luxuries. In spite of the
head tax, fifty-four percent of free black households headed by men owned additional
taxable property. The forty-eight free black male households owned sixteen of the sixtysix taxed luxuries. The possession of productive capital, furniture, and household
furnishings were more important to free black men than timepieces, a means of
transportation, and social equipment. The popularity of horses, mares, mules, or colts at
J both the high and low ends of the personal property spectrum attests to the value of these
animals in the lives of free black men. The fact that over half o f the free black
households contained taxable luxuries suggests that most free black men in
Fredericksburg enjoyed opportunities to consume and accumulate luxury property.
Material possessions helped to determine the status of Fredericksburg inhabitants
and to proclaim that status to town residents and travelers alike. In post-Revolutionary
society, people valued equality and enjoyed newly available and affordable luxury goods.
The 1815 Personal Property Tax assessed residents, who raised themselves above the
average and achieved genteel lifestyles through the consumption o f luxury goods,
influenced by gender and race. The 1815 Personal Property Tax was not an effort to
punish Virginians, rather it represents a celebration of the new democratic society in
which all American citizens could aspire to the possession and display o f luxury goods—
and the genteel style of life.

LUXURY CONSUMPTION IN 1815 FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA:
GENDER, RACE, AND THE PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX

I. INTRODUCTION
“We must call to mind that these taxes were imposed
for the safety of the state...that the war was now
avowedly carried on by the enemy for the division
of our territory, and the prostration of our rights
of the feet of this King... we must not stoop or
knuckle to the invader; and that money will be
necessary to effect our salvation.—HENCE THESE TAXES!”1
Richmond Inquirer, 24 December 1814

The unopposed British attack on Washington, D.C. in August 1814 prompted
Virginians to raise money to provide additional military defense for the state, although the
military significance of the attack was negligible and little harm came to the rest of
Virginia.2 On December 21, 1814, the Virginia General Assembly passed an act instituting
a new personal property tax. The 1815 Personal Property Tax levied duties on more
personal property than any previous tax act, and it affected a larger portion of the
population. Ironically, three days after the tax bill passed, American and British leaders
signed the Treaty of Ghent, ending the War of 1812. The 1815 Personal Property Tax
went into effect anyway, taxing a variety of luxury household goods. Today this
document provides valuable insight into the luxury possessions of urban Virginians in the
first part of the nineteenth century.

1 Norfolk Gazette and Pub lick Ledger, 29 December 1814 (vol. xi, no. 47): 3. Printed first in the
Richmond Inquirer, 24 December 1814.
2 Ann Morgan Smart, “The Urban/Rural Dichotomy of Status Consumption: Tidewater Virginia, 1815”
(M.A. Thesis, College of William and Mary, 1986): 148-150.
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The 1815 Personal Property Tax is synchronic. The tax document offers a limited
picture of urban life for one year in Fredericksburg, Virginia. Because it was repealed
after one year of collection, the document allows for no study of change over time. The
end of the War of 1812 and “controversy... sufficient to put the old bill back into effect”
ensured that taxation of luxury furniture, decorations, and social equipment would not
continue.3 In the General Assembly records, no mention was made of this controversy,
yet in 1816, the tax once again assessed only land, slaves, stallions, horses, ordinary
licenses, riding carriages, houses and lots in town, law processes, certificates, merchants
licenses, hawkers and peddlers.4 Although limited, the 1815 Personal Property Tax list
offers a rich and complex picture of material life in 1815 Fredericksburg.
The 1815 Personal Property Tax affected the majority of Fredericksburg’s
residents. Eighty-nine percent of Fredericksburg households and businesses paid some
property tax and raised $1,782.64 for the state’s defense. The three hundred twelve
households and businesses listed on the document represent all mature age groups and
economic strata except the most impoverished.5 The tax document excluded slaves (who
legally could not own property), town residents who did not own taxable property, or who
practiced a profession (other than physicians, surgeons, lawyers, merchants, ordinary
owners, and druggists) that was not assessed.6
3 Netti Schreirier-Yantis, ed., foreword, 1815 Tax List o f Tazewell County, Virginia (Springfield, VA:
n.p., n.d.): n.pag.
4 Commonwealth of Virginia, Acts Passed at a General Assembly o f the Commonwealth o f Virginia, 1816
(Richmond, VA: 1817): 3.
5 Due to their possession of taxable personal property, four businesses were included with the list of
individual taxpaying households. The Bank of Virginia paid tax on a case clock and seven Venetian
blinds. Grinnan & Mundell, a merchant company, paid for two adult slaves. The law taxed the printing
group, Green & Cady, for their printer and newspaper subscription. Howard & Lawrence, an unknown
business, paid tax on the possession of one child slave.
6 Karen Bizier, “Silver or Scarcity: The Material Culture of Early Nineteenth Century Fairfax County,
Virginia” (M.A. Thesis, University of Delaware, 1989): vii, 21-22. In Bizier’s study of Fairfax County
1815 Personal Property Tax records she states: “All households were included in the tax records, even if
they had no taxable property.” This statement was not true for Fredericksburg. Several Fredericksburg
residents who were charged a tax for their profession did not appear on the list of residents charged a tax
for their personal property. Was this an oversight on her part? Did Fairfax County records list every head
of household? This discrepancy raises questions about the amount of freedom local governments enjoyed
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The 1815 Personal Property Tax is unique in its assessment of nonessential luxury
and high-style items. French historian Fernand Braudel described luxury as “an elusive,
complex and contradictory concept,...constantly changing; it can never be identified once
and for all.”7 However, the 1815 Personal Property Tax identified standards of luxury.
Decisions to consume silver or silver plate instead of pewter forms, to purchase rush
bottomed chairs with gold leaf ornamentation instead of Windsor chairs, or to hold on to
an inherited gold pocket watch instead of selling it, all represent individuals’ choices to
consume luxury goods that taxpaying residents made in allocating their resources.
The picture of material life presented in the tax document is complex. The urban
dwellers’ material world in the early national period was not one of uniform luxury, even
though the majority of residents owned some property deemed luxurious. Material
possessions helped to determine the status and standing of inhabitants. The possession of
various objects joined individuals into distinct cultural and socioeconomic groups. The
detailed tax records provide an opportunity to explore the distribution of wealth in 1815
Fredericksburg, to look for evidence of group identification, and to discover wealth and
luxury as defined by the possession of taxable material goods.
After the American Revolution, newly independent Americans found themselves in
a relatively fluid society without inherited aristocracy and a somewhat diminished disparity
between rich and poor. During the period between the American Revolution and Andrew
Jackson’s election as President in 1829, Americans struggled to redefine their social
standing, challenged by the ideal of equality presented in the Declaration of Independence.
One historian notes that it was not until the end of the eighteenth century and the
beginning of the nineteenth that the middle class began to believe that they too should live

in the enactment of the personal property tax. Bizier also mentions additional taxable items, not found on
Fredericksburg's list of taxable property.
7 Femand Braudel, Civilization and Capitalism, 15th-18th Century. The Structure o f Everyday Life: The
Limits o f the Possible, trans. Sian Reynolds (New York: Harper and Row, 1979)1: 183.
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a genteel life and possess suitable objects.8 The 1815 tax list and the high percentage of
residents paying the personal property tax attest to the spread of this gentility.
A scholar of American middle class culture between 1830 and 1870 states that by
“sweeping away the privileges of the few, American democracy had opened the way to a
universal scramble for distinction.”9 This scramble depended on easily portable symbols of
social status, such as manners and fashionable material possessions. By the early 1800’s,
possessing stylish nonessential material goods that made life more comfortable or inspired
respect or jealousy was one of the primary ways of communicating a household’s status.10
Heightened self-consciousness of how one looked in the eyes of others resulted in efforts
to elevate one’s status through the consumption of luxury goods.11 Thorstein Veblen
claimed that consumption “of these more excellent goods was an evidence of wealth...
conversely, the failure to consume in due quantity and quality becomes a mark of
inferiority and demerit.”12 Urban dwellers consumed luxuries to distinguish themselves
from other socioeconomic groups.
The use of high-style luxuries and refined manners expressed more about class
status in an urban setting than in a rural one, therefore consumption of such goods and
behaviors was more important in urban areas than in rural ones. Life in town presented
, more opportunities for social interaction than life in the sparsely populated countryside.13
In the second half of the eighteenth century more of the population enjoyed luxuries
because of new prosperity and the greater availability of goods resulting from the
dissolution of trade barriers. After the War of 1812, a wide variety of goods moved
8 Richard L. Bushman, The Refinement o f America: Persons, Houses, Cities (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1992): xiii.
9 Karen Haltunnen, Confidence Men and Painted Women: A Study o f Middle-Class Culture in America,
1830-1870 (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1982): 8.
10 Lois Green Carr and Lorena S. Walsh, “Changing Lifestyles and Consumer Behavior in the Colonial
Chesapeake,” O f Consuming Interests: The Style o f Life in the Eighteenth Century, eds. Cary Carson,
Ronald Hoffman, and Peter J. Albert (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1994): 60, 67.
11 Bushman, xiv.
12 Thorstien Veblen, The Theory o f the Leisure Class, ed. Robert Leachman (n.p.: Penguin, 1967): 74.
13 Smart, 4. Also Carr/Walsh, 91, 102-104.
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through American port towns such as Fredericksburg.14 The variety and number of items
listed to be taxed illustrated the different possibilities for distinction available in a
democratic society for individuals and families with sufficient wealth. Wealthy residents
enjoyed access to a wider range and a higher quality of goods.
Fredericksburg was officially established in 1727. According to one study of the
economic development of Fredericksburg, the town initially served as a warehousing
center at the falls of the Rappahannock River where tobacco and other commodities
arrived for market distribution. After 1750, corn and wheat replaced tobacco as the
primary foreign export supporting economic growth. During the American Revolution the
town served as a major supply point for American troops. Until 1800, the export of wheat
attracted capital and labor. Soon other regions that enjoyed a closer proximity to better
grain producing areas took skilled labor and business from Fredericksburg. Although preRevolutionary and Revolutionary Fredericksburg prospered, providing a variety of crafts,
services, luxury goods, and cultural activities to its residents, by 1810 the city was in
decline due to the development of new water routes and agricultural processing centers.13
The process of converting a primarily agricultural American economy, such as that
of Fredericksburg, into an industrial one began in the early nineteenth century and brought
improvements in the American standard of living. Diet improved in both quality and
variety, for all but the most impoverished. Higher standards of comfort followed changes
in diet, cookery and use of household space.16 Evidence of these higher standards is
apparent in the tax document. People who settled in Fredericksburg enjoyed inexpensive

14 Congress declared war against Great Britain on 18 June 1812 for “Free Trade and Sailor’s Rights.”
Grounds for the declaration were the impressment of American seaman, violations of American territorial
waters, unlawful blockades, and orders against neutral trade. Samuel Eliot Morrison, The Oxford History
o f the American People: 1789 Through Reconstruction, vol. 2 (New York: Penguin Books, 1972): 107.
15 William Siener, “Economic Development in Revolutionary Virginia: Fredericksburg, 1750-1810”
(Dissertation, College of William and Mary, 1982): xi-6, 400-402.
16 Robert E. Gallman and John Joseph Wallis, eds., American Economic Growth and the Standard o f
Living Before the Civil War (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992): 5-6, 16.
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water transportation and access to the world market for furs, timber, wheat, livestock,
indigo, rice, and many other goods.17
Before considering standards of luxury among Fredericksburg taxpayers, a general
look at the population of Fredericksburg in 1815 is necessary. Fredericksburg’s
population in 1815 was difficult to determine because census counts were taken every ten
years and 1815 falls in the middle of two counts. United States Census figures for
Fredericksburg in 1810 and 1820 establish total city populations of 2,509 and 3,086.
Presuming a linear population progression, interpolating the census totals produces a
population estimate of 2,798 men, women, children, and slaves living in 1815
Fredericksburg.18 [Figure 1.]

FIGURE 1. Fredericksburg Population Segments, 1810-1820
3500'
3000'
2500'

1000 '

Free Wliites

Free Blacks

Free Population

City Population

The tax document, however, lists heads of household. In order to make a clearer
comparison of the tax document and the census lists, households in the 1810 and 1820
censuses were interpolated to provide an approximate number of households in 1815.
17 Charles Sellers, The Market Revolution: Jacksonian America 1815-1846 (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1991): 5.
18 Siener, 262-264.
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This estimated figure was three hundred fifty-one. The three hundred twelve households
listed on the tax document represent the top eighty-nine percent of total Fredericksburg
households. [Figure 2.] The large percentage of households taxed for luxury possession
implies that Fredericksburg in 1815 was still an affluent town, despite the new water ways
and agricultural processing centers that were taking business away from Fredericksburg.
FIGURE 2. Taxpaying and Non-taxpaying Households

El Taxpaying Households
□ Non-taxpaying Households

The presence of a “large floating population” in post-Revolutionary
Fredericksburg supports the theory of the city’s decline after 1810. After the American
Revolution, people moved to Fredericksburg looking for opportunities for employment
and possible advancement. When workers did not find what they wanted, they moved.
As the nineteenth century progressed, chances for advancement diminished.19 A
comparison of names listed on the tax document with names included in the 1810 and
1820 Federal Census supports the presence of a moving population. Twenty-six percent
of the taxpaying households resided in Fredericksburg for at least ten years between 1810
and 1820, implying permanent settlement in the area. Twenty-eight percent of the
households paid tax in 1815 and appeared on one census list, indicating a minimum fiveyear residence. The thirty-three percent of households not on either census list supports

19 Siener, 258-260
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the argument for a significant floating population. The high average tax of those in both
the 1815 tax list and the censuses ($9.76) and the low average tax of those on neither list
($2.86) suggests a pattern of increased fluidity with decreased wealth. [Figure 3.] In spite
of the support the presence of a floating population gives to the declension theory, the
1815 Personal Property Tax provides evidence of lingering prosperity.
FIGURE 3. Length of Residence and Personal Property Tax,
Fredericksburg Taxpayers
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The personal property tax itself was evidence of prosperity. Instead of increasing
the duty on items already taxed to raise additional money to defend the state, the 1815
Personal Property Tax charged a tariff on a wide range of household goods not included in
previous personal property taxes. High style and luxury items would not have been taxed
at all if few or no Virginians possessed them. Lawmakers passed “a tax the rich would
pay, and the poor be exempt from.”20 They expanded the list of items taxed in order to
distribute “the public burthens over the commonwealth.” The tax included “articles of
mere luxury” as well as items previously taxed because “the present circumstances of the
country rendered a reliance from the revenues, on such sources [as were previously taxed]

20 Commonwealth of Virginia, Acts Passed at a General Assembly o f the Commonwealth o f Virginia,
1815 (Richmond, VA: 1816): 93.
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alone, both inadequate and precarious.”21 Possessions taxed in past assessments included
adult slaves over twelve years old, horses, cattle white males over twenty-one years old,
land, carriages, and taverns.22 The new tax included most of the above and added a
variety of other goods to the list of taxable possessions. The Federal Government was
thinking along the same lines as the Virginia General Assembly and also passed a personal
property tax in 1814. (See Appendix A for additional information.)
The tax assessed status as well as personal property by taxing several professions
and charging free black men a head tax of two dollars fifty cents. Both free black men and
taxed professionals also paid a personal property tax for all taxable possessions. Fees
were charged to tavern keepers, surgeons, druggists, merchants, and lawyers.23
Fredericksburg professionals were listed separately on an additional page of the document,
with the amount of the professional fee listed beside their names. [Table 1.]

21 United Stated Congress, Abridgment o f the Debates o f Congress from 1789-1856 (11 October 1814)5:
347.
22 Schreiner-Yantis, foreword, Tazewell County.
23 Merchants on the list sold eveiything from “negro cloth” to high-style mahogany furniture. Due to
various duties, tariffs, and blockades, the United States was cut off from much of the European market
between 1806-1815. Southern shops imported goods from northern manufacturers as early as 1806.
[Forsythe M. Alexander, “Cabinet Warehousing in the Southern Atlantic Ports, 1783-1820,” MESDA,
November 1989: 2] Licensed auctioneer Anthony Buck bought and sold goods on consignment,
including cargo from ships and the estates of deceased Fredericksburg residents. Buck bought and sold
slaves, coal, and “sundries”—sugar, molasses, coffee, rum, books, bacon, vinegar, timber, brandy, tea,
leather, candles, flour, shingles, soap, plaster, tar, salt, cotton, wine, rice, whiskey, and steel. When he
acted as an agent for a sale, he earned two and one half percent commission. [Ruth Coder Fitzgerald, A
Different Story: A Black History of Fredericksburg, Stafford, and Spotsylvania, Virginia [Fredericksburg:
Unicom, 1979]: 28. Ledger of Anthony Buck, commission merchant, Fredericksburg, VA, 1807-1814,
Swem Manuscripts, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA.] Another merchant, Richard
Johnson, sold “negro cloth,” cheap blankets, cotton shirting, socks, stockings, “stout negro shoes,” and
“good Lindsey at 25c per yard.” “Negro cloth” generally described a material made of leftover thread, but
which could include calicos, nankeens, tows, linsey-woolsey, duck, kerseys, and jeans. [Fitzgerald 10.] A
survey of the Virginia Herald revealed that many merchants held respected positions in town, including
mayor, councilman, lottery commissioner, charity school officer, church officer, and bank director.
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Table 1. Average Professional Fees
Physicians/Surgeons
Attorneys at Law
Merchants
Ordinaries
Druggists

$12.50
$20.00

$30.00
$30.10*
$80.00

*Tax amount varied according to value of facilities rented or owned.

The head tax charged to free black men in the 1815 Personal Property Tax law
was unprecedented in American law. The concept of the head tax however, had
precedents in both the British and American taxation systems. In America, free white
males paid a head tax until 1787. The 1787 law exempted women from paying a head tax
as well as the elderly (over 45 years old), the infirm, clergy, professors, Indians, and some
politicians.24 After 1787, white males over sixteen paid only the county parish tithe and
not the state capitation tax. In the 1815 tax, free white males over sixteen were counted,
but not charged a tax. Free black men, however, were counted and charged a head tax.
During the debate regarding the taxation of additional personal property and
professions, one legislator opposed the bill because of its novelty, “it being a tax never
before laid, if ever proposed in any government.”25 In fact, there was an English
precedent for a tax on household possessions. In urban areas in England or its colonies,
where agriculture was not the main occupation, revenue from land, slave, and livestock
taxes was insufficient to support the community’s needs.26 Taxing professionals such as
“Shopkeepers, Attorneys and Solicitors, Bankers, Auctioneers, Appraisers, FurnishedHouse Agents, Pawnbrokers, Hawkers and Pedlars, [and] Persons providing the Means of
Locomotion” increased British urban tax revenues. In addition to the professional taxes

24 Netti Schreiner-Yantis and Florence Speakman Love, eds., preface, The Personal Property Tax Lists fo r
the Year 1787fo r Spotsylvania County, Virginia also Fredericksburg City (Springfield, VA:
Genealogical Books in Print, 1987): n.pag. Commonwealth of Virginia, Acts, 8. Free blacks were taxed
between the ages of 16 and 45 years. This definition of a productive work life implies that any one over
45 years old was considered elderly.
25Abridgment, 346.
26 Bizier, 6, 9-10.
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mentioned above, the British taxed the possession and/or use of carriages (1747-1885),
“household plate chest” (1756-1777), “men servants” (1777-1885), “female servants”
(1785-1792), horses (1784-1874), racehorses (1784-1874), “sporting licenses” (17841792), guns (1870-1885), “hair-powder” (1795-1869), dogs (1796-1885), clocks and
watches (1797-1798), and “armorial ensigns” (1798-1885).27 Taxing professionals and
nonessential goods, established by British precedent, provided Virginians with a method to
include both rural and urban dwellers in taxation and increase tax revenue.
An historian of Petersburg, Virginia notes that “the significant divisions in
Petersburg were those of class, color, and sex.”28 This observation also applied to 1815
Fredericksburg. The tax document includes information necessary to identify two groups
that illustrate the divisions mentioned above: women and free black males. Each group
represents a segment of Fredericksburg’s population differently affected by the tax. The
luxury possessions of these two groups will be examined further to determine how
Fredericksburg residents defined race and gender differences in material terms.
The first chapter considers the lives of women household heads and the goods for
which they paid a tax. Women present unique problems to study due to undetermined
race and marital status, two factors that affected their luxury consumption. Women, black
or white, paid no tax for their freedom and most paid no tax on their livelihood. The
median household of Fredericksburg taxpayers belonged to a woman. Black or white,
single or married, women and their taxable possessions convey the impact of the tax on
the general population of Fredericksburg.
The second chapter explores the lives and possessions of free blacks in antebellum
Fredericksburg. Free black males paid tax not only on their personal property, but on

27 Stephen Dowell, A History o f Taxation and Taxes in England from the Earliest Times to the Present
Day: Direct Taxes and Stamp Duties (New York: Augustus M. Kelley, Bookseller, 1965)3: v, vii.
28 Suzanne Lebsock, The Free Women o f Petersburg: Status and Culture in a Southern Town, 1784-1860
(New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1984): 6.
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their status as well. The tax put free black men at a special disadvantage by requiring
them to pay for the freedom that differentiated them from black slaves. The forty-eight
free black male households listed on the tax document contained fifty-two free black men.
Each free black man paid a two dollars fifty cents head tax. The head tax alone accounts
for over seven percent of the total personal property tax raised in Fredericksburg.
One historian of federal Washington, D.C. notes that goods served as “proxies for
people’s desires for particular expressions or presentation of self and for their decisions to
allocate resources accordingly.” Fredericksburg residents’ desire to distinguish themselves
required them to assemble a kit of goods to project their desired self-image. The 1815 tax
document described the assembled luxury kits of the majority of households in
Fredericksburg, Virginia.29 In order to examine the kits of taxable goods, taxpayers were
placed in tax amount order. This located a median taxpaying household for
Fredericksburg overall and for each of the resident groups.30 Median households provide
representative centers against which to compare other households and their taxable
personal possessions. Considering the data in this way allows the following questions to
be addressed: How was wealth distributed in 1815 Fredericksburg? Were groups
identifiable by patterns of luxury consumption? Was there a consensus on luxury
consumption within groups? What goods were considered to be luxuries in 1815
Virginia?
The eight-page 1815 tax document lists sixty-six taxable categories. The
document names each of the three hundred twelve residents who possessed these items,
enumerates their goods horizontally, and states the total tax amount charged at the end of
29 Barbara Carson, Ambitious Appetites: Dining Behavior and Patterns o f Consumption in Federal
Washington (Washington, D.C.: American Institute of Architects Press, 1990): 174. Barbara Carson
defines a “kit” as “a collection of closely related articles that serve as essential props for the action.”
(Carson 174) In this study “kit” was used broadly to mean a collection of luxury objects assembled by a
household to communicate status and express ideas of self.
30 The median is a resistant measure of center that limits the influence of high and low extremes. An
average is sensitive to the influence of extreme observations and may not provide a representative center.
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each line. The tax list roughly grouped similar objects together by function. In order to
reveal patterns of object possession for this study, the sixty-six taxed items were divided
into six groups according to function: productive capital, transportation, timepieces,
furniture, household furnishings, and social equipment. Productive capital included
livestock and slaves, possessions that required continuous investment of money and care
to be productive. Riding carriages of various kinds and values made up the transportation
category. The timepieces category contained both personal and household devices for
keeping time. The furniture category included various forms used for seating, storage,
dining, entertaining, and display. Household furnishings consisted of window, floor, and
wall coverings, and other decorations. The final category, social equipment, was
comprised of objects that implied a social use such as a silver coffee pot, cut glass
epergne, or a musical instrument. [Table 2.] This division excluded some of the taxable
items, such as the possession of a newspaper subscription, an ice house, toll bridge, ferry,
printer, and tan yard, in order to focus on the tangible material possessions of residents/1
All free households were appraised for taxable possessions, regardless of when or how the
items came to be in the owner’s possession.

, Table 2. Subdivisions of Taxable Luxuries
Productive Capital
Adult slaves
Child slaves
Horses, mares, mules, and colts
Cattle

31 Green & Cady, a local printing business, paid a four dollar tax for their printer and newspaper
subscription (the only taxed newspaper subscription on the Fredericksburg list), providing some evidence
of literacy. The document divided ice house possession into two categories: “private” and “for sale.”
Hugh Mercer and George Frye both owned a private ice house. Horace Marshall, a town merchant, owned
an ice house where ice was sold. Marshall also owned the only toll bridge/ferry in town, and paid $200
tax for it. No one in Fredericksburg owned a tan yard.
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Transportation
Riding carriages

Timepieces
Double-cased gold watches
Single-cased gold watches
Gilt silver or pinchbeck watches
Clocks without case, wooden works
Case clocks, wooden works
Clocks without case, primarily metal works
Clocks valued between $50 and $100
Clocks valued at $100 and upwards

Furniture
Bureaus, secretaries, bookcases, mahogany
Bureaus, secretaries, bookcases, any other wood
Chests of drawers with or without desks, mahogany
Chests of drawers with or without desks, any other wood
Celerets and sideboards with drawers and doors valued $100 and upwards
Celerets and sideboards with drawers and doors valued under $100
Wardrobes and clothes presses, mahogany
Wardrobes and clothes presses, any other wood
Sideboards without drawers or doors, dining tables, tea tables, card tables, bedsteads, mahogany
Settees and sophas, mahogany
Settees and sophas, bamboo or cane
Settees and sophas, without rush seat, with gold or silver wax ornamentation
Settees and sophas, all other kinds, ornamented with gold leaf
Chairs, mahogany
Chairs, straw or flag bottom, with gold or silver leaf decoration
Chairs, all others ornamented with gold leaf

Household Furnishings
Carpets, valued between $20 and $50
Carpets, valued between $50 and $100
Carpet, valued above $100
Venetian blinds
Window curtains, calico, marseilles, dimity
Window curtains, worsted, silk, satin
Portraits, oil
Portraits, crayon
Pictures, prints, engravings, above 12” including frame
Pictures, prints, engravings, under 12” in gilt frames
Mirrors or looking glasses with gilt frames, above 5 ’
Mirrors or looking glasses with gilt frames, between 4’ and 5’
Mirrors or looking glasses with gilt frames, between 3’ and 4’
Mirrors or looking glasses with gilt frames, between 2’ and 3’
Mirrors or looking glasses with gilt frames, between 1! and 2'

Social Equipment
Pianos, harpsichords, organs, harps, valued under $300
Pianos, harpsichords, organs, harps, valued above $300
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Silver urns, coffeepots
Silver teapots
Plated urns, coffee and teapots
Silver and cut glass candlesticks, lamps, chandeliers, epergnes, girandoles
Plated candlesticks
Cut glass decanters, pitchers, bowls, goblets, wash basons, stands, salvers
Silver pitchers, tankards, salvers, and waiters

As the detailed descriptions listed above demonstrate, the personal property tax
differentiates items based on several criteria: monetary value, general form, material,
ornament, function, size, and producer. Object value and form rarely appear as the only
tax measure. For example, three types of pocket watches were listed and described
according to the amount of gold in each watch. The tax for possession of a pocket watch
of double-cased gold was one dollar fifty cents. Clocks with wooden works cost less than
clocks with metal works and the presence or absence of a case further raised or lowered
the tax. Large pieces of case furniture made of mahogany, an imported hardwood,
demanded a higher tax than similar pieces made of any other wood. The prestige
associated with mahogany furniture was clear in the consideration of whether furniture
was whole or part mahogany. Curtains made of worsted, silk, or satin cost over seven
times as much as curtains made of calico, marseilles, or dimity.
An object’s ornamentation suggested availability as well as possible style
preferences of Fredericksburg’s residents. The tax levied on the different types of
decoration, such as gold and silver leaf, suggest then-current trends in style. Settees with
a rush bottom and gold or silver wax ornament earned a twenty-five cents tax. The lowest
taxed settee, taxed twelve and one half cents, had only gold leaf decoration. Mahogany
chairs and those with straw or flag bottoms and gold or silver leaf ornament were taxed
equally, over twice as much as chairs simply ornamented with gold leaf. Gold leaf
decoration alone, while luxurious, did not represent new or high-style ornamentation.
Sideboards with drawers and doors commanded a higher tax than sideboards
without, because drawers and doors increased the utility and possible functions of the
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sideboard. Mirrors with gilt frames were taxed by size, from fifty cents for a mirror
between one and two feet tall to five dollars for a mirror above five feet tall. Goods made
of materials produced at home were not taxed. For example, curtains made of a
homespun material, such as calico, were excluded from the tax.
What objects were highly valued? Based on the assumption that the higher the tax
the greater the value, grouping the assessed goods together by tax amount rates the
objects in order of value and revealed 1815 Virginians’ ideas of luxury. The General
Assembly placed the highest value on the most luxurious or high style goods. For this
r

perspective, the sixty-six taxable items were divided into eight tax ranges to present how
the town and the state assessed the worth of these luxury possessions. [Table 3.]

TABLE 3. Taxable Luxuries by Tax Amount Range [with total number taxed]
Range 1: 0-20 cents
3c
3c
5c
5c
6 xA c
6 lA c
10c
10c
10c
10c
12 'Ac
12 'Ac
12 'Ac
15c

Heads of cattle [144]
Chairs, not of mahogany, with gold or silver leaf [135]
Plated candlesticks [154]
Cut glass decanters, pitchers, bowls, goblets, wash basons, stands, salvers [222]
Chairs, whole or part mahogany [192]
Chairs, with straw or flag bottom and gold or silver leaf [152]
Pictures, prints or engravings, 12” or under in gilt frames [116]
Window curtains, calico, marseilles, dimity (not manufactured by family) [117]
Plated urns, coffee and teapots [23]
Silver pitchers, tankards, cups, salvers, waiters [20]
Chest of drawers with or without desks, not of mahogany [54]
Settees and sophas not of mahogany with gold or silver leaf [2]
Portraits, crayon [52]
Pictures, prints or engravings, above 12’ with frame [229]

Range 2: 21-40 cents
21c
25c
25c
25c
25c
25c
25c
25c
25c
25c

Horses, mares, mules and colts [194]
Clocks, works of wood without case [2]
Bureaus, secretaries and bookcases, not of mahogany [21]
Chest of drawers with or without desks, mahogany [137]
Wardrobes and clothes presses, not of mahogany [8]
Sideboards without doors or drawers, dining tables or separate parts thereof, tea and
card tables, bedsteads, mahogany [701]
Settees and sophas, with rash bottom ornamented with gold or silver leaf [0]
Carpets, between $20 and $50 (not manufactured by family) [39]
Venetian blinds [53]
Portraits, oil [30]
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Silver teapots [8]

30c

Range 3: 41-60 cents
50c
50c
50c
50c
50c
50c
50c
50c
50c
50c
50c

Slaves between 9 and 12 years old [54]
Watches, gilt, silver, or pinchbeck [110]
Clocks, works of wood with case [0]
Clocks, without case, primarily metal works [1]
Bureaus, secretaries and bookcases, mahogany [117]
Celerets and sideboards with drawers and doors, under $100 [89]
Wardrobes and clothes presses, mahogany [6]
Settees and sophas, whole or part bamboo or cane [2]
Mirrors/looking glasses with gilt frames, between 1’ and 2 ’ [16]
Silver urns and coffee pots [7]
Silver and cut glass candlesticks, lamps, chandeliers, epergnes, girandoles [9]

Range 4: 61-80 cents
75c
75c
80c

Settees and sophas, mahogany [27]
Window curtains, worsted, silk, or satin [8]
Slaves, above 12 years [651]

Range 5: 81-100 cents
100c
100c
100c
100c
100c

Watches, single-cased gold [26]
Clocks, between $50 and $100 [34]
Celerets and sideboards with drawers and doors, over $100 [6]
Carpets, between $50 and $100 [5]
Mirrors/looking glasses with gilt frames, between T and 3 5 [44]

Range 6: 101-200 cents
150c
150c
200c
200c

Watches, double-cased gold [20]
Clocks, above $100 [2]
Mirrors/looking glasses with gilt frames, between 3 : and 4 ; [9]
Pianos, harpsichords, organs and harps, under $300 [9]

Range 7: 201-300 cents
250c
250c
300c

Free male Negroes and mulattos between 16 and 45 [52]
Carpets, over $100 [1]
Mirrors/looking glasses with gilt frames, between 4' and 5' [3]

Range 8: 301-500 cents
500c
500c

Mirrors/looking glasses with gilt frames, over 5’ [1]
Pianos, harpsichords, organs and harps, above $300 [0]

The number of goods taxed in each, category suggest the importance of each
luxury in residents’ lives and in 1815 Fredericksburg society. Of the four thousand one
hundred fourteen possessions taxed, ninety-five percent were contained in the first four tax
brackets. The five most widely-owned goods also were located in the four lowest tax
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brackets. The most popular taxed category grouped several mahogany furniture forms
together (Range 2). Residents possessed seven hundred one mahogany sideboards, dining
tables, tea tables, card tables and/or bedsteads in 1815. The other four of the five most
popular items in Fredericksburg were six hundred fifty-one adult slaves (Range 4); two
hundred twenty-nine framed pictures over twelve inches in size (Range 1); two hundred
twenty-two cut glass wares (Range 1); and one hundred ninety-four horses, mares, mules,
and colts (Range 2). Fifty-eight percent of city households owned livestock, attesting to
the agricultural base of Fredericksburg.
r

Not all of the rare luxury goods were found in the top four tax brackets, revealing
additional information about the taste and priorities of Fredericksburg residents. By
imposing a high tax on some possessions, the General Assembly declared those
possessions to be the most extravagant and the most elite. Such possessions were not
common in Fredericksburg, and they comprise only five percent of the total taxed personal
property. The rarest (0-1 taxed) goods taxed in Fredericksburg included sofas with rush
bottoms and gold and silver leaf decoration (0, Range 2), case clocks with wooden works
(0, Range 3), pianos valued above three hundred dollars (0, Range 8), clocks with metal
works without a case (1, Range 3), gilt mirrors over five feet (1, Range 8), and carpets
values above one hundred dollars (1, Range 7). Case clocks were rare, while the
possession of pocket watches was frequent, suggesting that portability and visibility were
valued over size. ‘Sophas’ of wood other than mahogany were rare, suggesting either the
limited availability of other options or the aesthetic preference of the town’s inhabitants
for mahogany ‘sofas.’ High value carpets, large mirrors, and expensive pianos or
harpsichords may have been difficult to acquire leading most residents to consume less
expensive options or do without.
Ordering goods into tax ranges groups the goods legislators considered to be of
equal value together. For example, heads of cattle cost three cents, as did chairs, not of
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mahogany, decorated with gold or silver leaf. The possession of child slaves equated to
the least expensive pocket watches, silver coffee pots, and mahogany wardrobes and
bureaus. The possession of adult slaves required the owners to pay slightly more than for
a mahogany settee or a set of silk curtains. The two dollars fifty cents head tax charged to
free male mulattos and Negroes fell into Range Seven, one range away from the highest
tax bracket. Only four Fredericksburg residents paid a similar tax on luxury items— one
for carpets, and three for gilded mirrors, four feet tall.
The high percentage of taxpaying households in possession of luxury items
r

suggests a wealthy port town, even in its decline. [Figure 4.] Eligibility for payment of the
personal property tax was one indicator of wealth. Others included the possession of
slaves, mahogany, silver, and silver plate. Slaves and mahogany were by far the most
popular luxuries consumed in 1815 Fredericksburg. Mahogany furniture consistently cost
the owner a higher tax than similar forms of any other wood or ornament. Sixty-one
percent of Fredericksburg households were charged for the possession of at least one
piece of furniture, whole or in part mahogany. Possession of silver objects cost more than
silver plate forms, but objects of both silver and plate were taxed as luxuries. Five percent
of households owned some taxable silver forms, seventeen percent owned taxable silver
plate. Most of the households that contained silver forms also contained silver plate.
Slaves were an expensive possession. Owners paid a high tax for owning slaves, and also
paid for their purchase and continuous upkeep. In urban Fredericksburg the average
number of slaves in a taxpaying household was three, although one taxpaying resident
possessed fifteen slaves. Sixty-eight percent of Fredericksburg households owned at least
one slave. Greater household wealth gave consumers increased options and resulted in
greater diversity in the consumption of luxury goods.
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FIGURE 4. Household Luxury Possession

□ Mahogany
@ Plate
□ Silver
■ Slaves

The median household of the three hundred eight taxpaying residences (excluding
the four businesses charged a personal property tax) belonged to Eleanor Hudgins. She
paid a personal property tax of two dollars eighty-five and one half cents. Her household
included one adult slave; one child slave; one head of cattle; one mahogany bureau,
secretary, or bookcase; one chest of drawers made of some wood other than mahogany;
three mahogany tables, sideboards, or bedsteads; and one framed picture, print, or
engraving above twelve inches in size. This inventory described a comfortable, though not
extremely wealthy, household, containing possessions from three of the six categories.
Hudgins kit of luxury possessions set her apart from many Fredericksburg residents and
elevated her into the realm of gentility.
The 1815 Personal Property Tax provides a window into the material lives of
Fredericksburg inhabitants. Fredericksburg’s location along the fall line of the
Rappahannock River, its placement at the midpoint between the state and national
capitals, and its development as a collection, distribution, and processing center for goods
coming inland from ocean ports and nearby farms, assured resident consumers of wide
availability and variety of goods. Do divisions by race and gender illustrate the use of
material possessions to define group identity? Studying two definable groups and the
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various categories of luxury goods in the following chapters will reveal ways in which
material possessions determined and communicated status in the early national period.
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II. WOMEN

"The women of the United States are confined within the
narrow circle of domestic life, and their situation is in some
respects one of extreme dependence.”1
— Alexis de Tocqueville
Democracy in America, 1840

Alexis de Tocqueville noted during his travels in 1830's America that American
women were almost entirely dependent upon their husbands or families for their support
and welfare. However, not all women remained members of a traditional family unit. Due
to death, desertion, divorce, or decision, autonomous women assumed the responsibilities
necessary to support themselves and their dependent family members. In the early
nineteenth century, increasing numbers of women managed their own households and
consumed luxury goods to convey their independent status to society. Through
examination of women's possessions listed in the 1815 Personal Property Tax, this chapter
explores the luxury goods owned by Fredericksburg's female-headed households and
reveals the priorities, personal choices, and preferences of taxpaying women.
The thirty-five women listed in the tax document represent free, urban, and
independent black and white women. If adult males were present in a household, the tax
collector filed the household under the adult male's name. Therefore, the women listed in

1 Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, ed. Phillips Bradley (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1960)2: 213-214.
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the tax document autonomously headed their own households. Although part of a family
unit at some time, in 1815 these women lived without the support of adult male family
members and accepted responsibility for household operation and tax payment.
Interpolating from 1810 and 1820 Census data, women headed ninety-five
households in 1815 Fredericksburg, over three percent of total Fredericksburg
households. [Figure 5.] Of these ninety-five households, thirty-five paid a tax for
possessing some type of taxable luxury. The 1815 tax document reveals little information
explaining reasons for these women's autonomous status. Women who appeared on the
tax list were either recently independent or successfully independent, because poor and
unpropertied households were not included on the personal property tax list.

FIGURE 5. Female-Headed Households, 1815 Fredericksburg
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The marital status of a woman affected her possession of property. After
marriage, a woman lost all rights to possess personal property, real estate, and wages and
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accorded them to her new husband.2 Under common law, a married woman's rights were
"covered" by her husband's rights. The Doctrine of Coverture, written by Sir William
Blackstone in 1788, states that:
.. .the very being or legal existence of the woman is
suspended during the marriage or at least is consolidated
into that of her husband, under whose wing, protection, and
cover she performs everything.
Common law coverture offered women the right to at least one third of her husband's
estate upon his death. However, this did not necessarily include the right to sell inherited
property. Also, the property a wife brought into the marriage could be seized to pay a
deceased husband's debts, unless held in a separate estate.4
Due to common law restrictions on married women's rights to own property,
married women could not be charged a property tax. The thirty-five women listed on the
1815 Personal Property Tax were assessed for their personal property. It follows that all
women heading households on the tax list were independent. As autonomous women they
enjoyed the same legal options and responsibilities as men and controlled property on
identical terms as male residents.5

2 Lebsock 22-23. Carl Degler, A t Odds: Women and the Family in America from the Revolution to the
Present (New York: Oxford University Press, 1980): 151.
3 Quoted in Elizabeth Blackmar, Manhattan fo r Rent, 1785-1850 (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press,
1989): 52.
4 Sara Evans, Born fo r Liberty: A History o f Women in America (New York: The Free Press, 1989): 64.
Blackmar 9. Lebsock 55-60. According to Suzanne Lebsock, a married women could hold property, set
aside for her use, in a separate estate. Her husband or her husband’s creditors did not have any commonlaw rights over this estate. The main purpose of separate estates was to keep property in the family during
difficult economic times. Lebsock does not mention if property held in separate estates was subject to
taxation. It is possible that the property taxed under women’s names was part of a married woman’s
separate estate. However, this seems unlikely based on the low frequency of these estates in Petersburg,
Virginia before 1820.
5 Degler 151. Lebsock 112.
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No longer required to make the butter or cloth needed by her household due to the
increased availability of goods in urban areas, the nineteenth-century housewife consumed
material goods to communicate her family's status to strangers. One historian of women
and housework notes that the material environment of the household "was assumed to
reflect the husband's earning power, rather than the wife's labor.”6 In an urban area, where
many strangers passed through for business or on their way to another town, the display of
status through luxury consumption and display increased in importance. Middle-class
Americans desired to set themselves apart from the urban masses.
Nineteenth-century women existed in a precarious economic position. As
Tocqueville stated, women were extremely dependent on male family members for
financial support. One historian described the economic lives of nineteenth-century
women as "periods of precarious dependency on a man alternated with hand-to-mouth
self-sufficiency." Losing the financial support of a male family member and payment of
the deceased's debts often left women destitute and dependent upon public alms.7
Increasing numbers of widows in the eighteenth century fueled a movement to revise the
common law regarding married women's possession of property. Not until the 1830's,
however, did the first married women’s property acts guarantee women the right to
control the property they brought into marriage as well as any money or goods they
subsequently earned.8 Precarious dependency and financial vulnerability affected women

6 Jeanne Boydston, Home and Work: Housework, Wages, and the Ideology o f Labor in the Early
Republic (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990): 137. Also Halttunen 64.
7 Christine Stansell, City o f Women: Sex and Class in New York, 1789-1860 (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1987): 12,18. Evans 61.
8 Evans 77.
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and the consumer choices they made. Once women lived alone, survival took precedence
over luxury consumption.
Not surprisingly, the number of widows increased after the American Revolution
and in the first quarter of the nineteenth century. Both the Revolutionary War and the
War of 1812 provide reasons for this increase.9 In many cases, widowhood was
synonymous with poverty. As discussed above, women completely dependent upon
husbands for financial support were extremely vulnerable to the loss of a husband and his
income.10 Legally, every widow had a right to one third of her deceased husband's
personal property and the use of one third of his real estate and slaves. The wife's portion
increased to one half if the couple was childless. Bequests to wives were not intended to
make them wealthy, merely to allow widows some means of self-support to keep them
from reliance on charity. Sons usually inherited real estate, and daughters commonly
inherited movable personal property, such as household goods, livestock, or slaves, which
could be moved easily to her new home after marriage.11
The 1815 tax document provides one clue to the marital status of two of the
women on the tax list. The tax collector listed Mary McWilliams as "Mrs. McWilliams,"
and Elizabeth Williams as "Mrs. E. Williams." The marital prefix and the fact that these
women's names are listed instead of a husband’s suggests that these two women were
widows. The 1810 Census index shows that Mary McWilliams' household contained one
white woman over forty-five years old, one white woman between twenty-seven and

9 Degler 151. Also Lebsock 113.
10 Stansell 8-12. Evans 61.
11 Mary Beth Norton, “The Evolution of White Women’s Experience in Early America,” American
Historical Review, vol. 89: 603. Lebsock 24, 130-137. Lebsock states that women operated from a
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forty-five years old, and four slaves. Mrs. McWilliams was widowed before 1810 and
never remarried, as her single listing in the 1820 Census index attests. Her 1823 obituary
in the Fredericksburg Virginia Herald mentions that she died at age fifty-eight and was
survived by an only daughter and her two children.12 In the second example, Mrs. E.
Williams appeared on the tax document and the 1820 Census index, suggesting that her
husband died between 1810 and 1815. (She is possibly the widow of William Williams
listed on the 1810 Census Index.) It is unlikely that these two women were the only
widowed women heading households in 1815 Fredericksburg.13
Economic conditions reinforced social trends that made American women
dependent on family for the definition of their lives and social standing.14 Pressure to
marry was strong in a society where an adult woman's social standing depended upon her
husband's status. With marriage, a woman gained her identity as an adult and the social
acceptance and respectability that accompanied it. Early in the nineteenth century, most
middle-class Americans married in their early twenties, although common law age
requirements were much lower: twelve for girls, fourteen for boys.15 Single women in
their twenties quickly became "old maids."

“Distinct female value system of personalism,” which is especially evident in their wills. They tended to
distribute goods based not on equality, but on individuality with specific people in mind.
12 Virginia Herald 26 March 1823, 3.
13 Several women’s households in the 1810 Census contain children, making the women either widows or
single mothers. The rate of illegitimacy in southern upper middle class urban families in the first part of
the nineteenth century is uncertain. In one town in Maine, “Even in the families of town leaders,
premarital pregnancy was common.” [Laurel Ulrich, A M idwife’s Tale: The Life o f Martha Ballard,
Based on Her Diary, 1785-1812 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1990: 148,156.] In Petersburg, Virginia
“over half of the free black children lived in households headed by women.” [Lebsock 100] Assumptions
that the women heading all of the households with children were widows may not be correct.
14 Norton 600-601. Stansell 18. Lebsock 26.
15 Michael Grossberg, Governing the Hearth: Law and the Family in Nineteenth Century America
(Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1968): 106-107.
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In the colonial period the uneven gender ratio (more men than women) and the
lack of economic opportunities for women kept the numbers of single women low. By the
early nineteenth century, wars balanced the gender ratio, and expanding economic
opportunities for women gradually increased the number of single women. If a woman
remained unmarried, she often stayed with her family of origin or worked to provide her
own livelihood. Dependent single women assisted with housework, childcare, and
occasionally with a father or brother's business.16 A nineteenth-century stereotype
described the single woman as "dependent on the charity of her brother's household,'useful
after her fashion, and smelling of lavender and timidity.”17 Most men supported
themselves outside of marriage, while most women could not. It is likely, however, that
some of the independent black and white women listed on the document never married
and became spinsters, although exact numbers remain undetermined.
A study of Petersburg, Virginia reveals that free black women were more likely
than free white women to "refrain from legal marriage." In Petersburg, as well as in most
urban areas in Virginia, free black women outnumbered free black men by a large margin.
Unable to legally marry slaves or white men, and confronted with a shortage of eligible
free black men, free black women often remained legally single and autonomous. Women
headed over half of Petersburg's free black households.18 Although fewer free black
women paid taxes than any other group in Petersburg, women headed a high percentage

16 Degler 154, 161.
17 Lebsock 112.
18 Lebsock 90, 102-103.
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of taxable free black households. By not marrying, free black women were free to
accumulate property and maintain control of their assets.19
Legal divorce, another possible explanation for these women's independent status,
was difficult to acquire in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century America. In early
nineteenth-century Virginia, divorces required a special act of the legislature, which
■„ resulted in their infrequency. According to the study of Petersburg, Virginia, complete
divorces, which allowed remarriage, were almost impossible to obtain before the 1850's.
The legislature granted divorces only for bigamy, impotence at the time of marriage,r and
"Idiocy." Common law recognized formal separation agreements, in which the couple
remained legally married yet renounced their rights to the other's property, effectively
establishing a separate estate for the woman. The study also noted that most women who
sought divorces between 1784 and 1860 had property or a trade or business. Between
1784 and 1860, only twenty-five Petersburg women who signed separation agreements
won divorces from the courts.

20

The turn of the century American economy was chiefly agricultural, and offered
women few opportunities to work for wages. More work opportunities existed for
women in urban areas.21 Widows fortunate enough to inherit a means of financial
independence often chose not to remarry and lose their economic autonomy to their new
husbands. A study of the women of Petersburg, Virginia between 1784 and 1860 reveals

19 Evans 90.
20 Lebsock 68-72. Degler 165.
21 Norton 605.
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that wealthy young widows were the least likely to remarry. Many widows capable of
supporting themselves chose to do so.22
Fredericksburg's location between Richmond and Washington, D.C. and its busy
river port created a demand for temporary housing. Women with property made money
keeping boarding houses and renting out rooms.23 Letitia Jones and Ann Taylor, two
women in the 1815 tax list, ran boarding houses. Letitia Jones paid a tax of seven dollars
eighty-three cents, the third highest personal property tax paid by a woman. She
possessed one adult slave; one mahogany bureau, secretary, or bookcase; one cellaret or
sideboard (with drawers and doors) valued under one hundred dollars; four mahogany
sideboards, tables, or bedsteads; a set of six chairs with gold leaf ornament; six window
curtains made o f either calico, marseilles, or dimity; two plated candlesticks; and three cut
glass service pieces. Her list of luxury possessions suggests a style-conscious, wellappointed boarding house. At another end, Ann Taylor advertised in 1812 and 1813 in the
Virginia H erald that she could

...accommodate five or six young ladies as boarders, for the
ensuing year, upon moderate terms, each young lady finding
her own bed and bedding...she will receive Boarders by the
year, month or week, upon accommodating terms.24
Ann Taylor, the widow of William Taylor, appeared on the 1810 Census. She paid eighty
cents tax in 1815 for the possession of one adult slave. The property she inherited enabled
her to support herself until her death in 1819.25

22 Lebsock 25-27.
23 Stansell 13. Blackmar 54.
24 Virginia Herald 12 January 1812, 1/4; 6 January 1813, 3/5.
25 Virginia Herald 12 January 1812, 1/4; 28 July 1819, 3/2.
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Women also earned money by renting out their properties. Five women listed on
the tax list offered a variety of real estate holdings for rent. Catharine Gaines leased
various buildings together or separately, including "a house, warehouse and stable, near
the old theater.”26 Gaines paid eighty-three cents in personal property tax for owning one
adult slave and one head of cattle in 1815. Eleanor Hudgins, owner of the overall median
taxpaying household, offered to rent "my house and lot which I now occupy.”27 Letitia
Jones, who advertised a house for rent, also managed a boarding house.28 Martha Lomax
rented a "large and commodious" house in addition to some other rental property.

OQ

r

She

paid the fourth highest personal property taxes among women household heads. Her
seven dollars fifty-five cents tax paid for the possession of one adult slave; one single
cased gold pocket watch; two mahogany chests of drawers; four mahogany sideboards,
tables, or bedsteads; one mahogany settee; a set of twelve flag bottom chairs; three
window curtains of calico, marseilles, or dimity; one crayon portrait; four plated
candlesticks; and two cut glass serving pieces.
Women also inherited established family businesses. Female proprietorship
commonly resulted from widowhood. Some women gained practical experience as trade
helpmates for family members, especially if slaves assisted women with domestic duties.
The inheritance of a husband's shop provided widows with the means of financial
support.30 Jane Johnston probably inherited Drummond's Mill, described as "that valuable
mill...in good order for grinding both wheat and corn. The mill being about one mile from

26 Virginia Herald 22 September 1813, 2/5.
27 Virginia Herald 21 November 1812, 3/5.
28 Virginia Herald 2 August 1817, 3/4; 1 July 1815, 4/4.
29 Virginia Herald 21 June 1810, 1/3; 16 October 1813, 3/5.
30 Stansell 14. Blackmar 54.
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Fredericksburg.”31 Although she leased the mill, her ownership suggests an opportunity
for female proprietorship. Johnston's five dollars ninety-three cents personal property tax
was for the possession of three adult slaves; one chest of drawers (not of mahogany); one
cellaret or sideboard valued under one hundred dollars; five mahogany sideboards, tables,
or bedsteads; three window curtains of calico, marseilles, or dimity; one oil portrait; one
gilt-framed mirror between three and four feet high; and one plated urn, coffee or tea
pot.32
Three women on the tax list chose to take advantage of a chance at proprietorship.
In 1815 Catharine Boors, Sarah Smock, and Ann Brock paid professional taxes. Boors
paid for a merchant's license, while Smock and Brock paid fees for running ordinaries. Of
the three, Boors and Smock also paid a tax for the possession of personal property.
Boors, the merchant, paid one dollar and thirty-three cents for owning one adult slave; one
chest of drawers (not of mahogany); one mahogany sideboard, table, or bedstead; and
three cut glass service pieces. Smock's taxable possessions included two adult slaves; one
cellaret or sideboard valued under one hundred dollars; four mahogany sideboards, tables,
or bedsteads; and two plated candlesticks, which cost her three dollars twenty cents tax.
The third professional woman, Ann Brock, did not possess sufficient personal property to
pay a property tax. One historian has noted the shrinking opportunities for women in
business and retail trades in the nineteenth century. Fewer women participated in the
merchant trade in the 1830's than in the colonial period, when women ran retail shops of

31 Virginia Herald 12 January 1812, 1/2.
32 Jane Johnston paid a personal property tax of five dollars ninety-three cents. She also paid a
Fredericksburg land tax. [Virginia State Library, Fredericksburg Land Tax Records, 1815.] She paid one
of the top ten highest personal property taxes and was not listed on either 1810 or 1820 Census lists. Her
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almost every description.33 In Petersburg, Virginia between 1817-1819, women held five
percent of merchants' licenses.34 From the personal property tax document it appears that
in 1815 Fredericksburg women held two percent of merchants’ licenses, and ran twentytwo percent of ordinaries.
Teaching and writing offered two additional careers for women before I860.35
The professionalization of teaching occurred between 1820 and 1860. As educational
opportunities for women increased, female teachers learned a step ahead of their students.
The spread of female academies created new occasions for training and employing female
teachers, and provided additional opportunities for women to be financially independent/6
Elizabeth Woodard, one of the women charged a personal property tax, opened a school
with her sister "for the tuition of Girls" in Fredericksburg in December 1813. They
offered courses in "reading, writing, and arithmetic" for twenty-five dollars a year, and
"for geometry, in addition to the above $30 dollars payable early in advance." Prominent
citizens of Fredericksburg recommended the "young ladies" as "well qualified to teach
those branches of education which they profess. "°7 Two years later the curriculum
expanded to include "Spelling, reading, writing, arithmetic, English grammar, history,
geography with the use of the maps and globes" and the "Missus Woodards" advertised
for ten or twelve new students.38 Elisabeth Woodard paid a one dollar fifty cents tax for
the possession of two mahogany chests of drawers, and four mahogany sideboards, tables,

signature validated the free status of several free blacks in the Free Black Registry of Fredericksburg,
Virginia.
33 Gerda Lerner, The M ajority Finds Its Past: Placing Women in History (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1979): 22-23.
34 Lebsock 177.
35 Degler 154.
36 Lerner 23.
37 Virginia Herald 15 December 1813, 3/5.
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or bedsteads. Additional trades by which increasing numbers of women supported
themselves included working as milliners, seamstresses, domestic servants, nurses, and
midwives.39
Employment available for free black women included cooking, sewing, washing,
ironing, street peddling, and domestic service. These occupations represented some of the
worst-paid jobs in urban areas. Although the slave trade ended in 1807, the black skin of
a servant, whether slave or free, remained a sign of affluence for their owners, white or
black. Black women were more likely to work for wealthy homeowners than w hiter
women. In Petersburg, Virginia, women constituted almost half of the paid free black
labor force. Free black children did not have the option of attending school in some
Virginia cities, so they often worked or served apprenticeships.40
The document lists thirty-five women heads of household by their first and last
names. They are identifiable as women by their names and the lack of free white males
counted in the household. In the cases of Sally Evans, Mary Sexsmith, and Eliza Willis,
white adult males were present.41 These males could represent still-dependent children of
sixteen or above. Female-headed households made up eleven percent of Fredericksburg's
taxpaying households. [Figure 6.] Women contributed one hundred nine dollars fourteen
cents in taxes, six percent of the town's total offering. Interpolating from the 1810 and
1820 Census indexes, the number of women household heads in 1815 was ninety-five.
The thirty-five taxpaying households headed by women in the tax document represent

38 Virginia Herald 30 August 1815, 3/5.
39 Blackmar 54. Lebsock 171, 176.
40 Lebsock 90, 97-98, 101.
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nearly one third of total 1815 Fredericksburg female-headed households. The remaining
sixty-three percent of female-headed households were invisible in the 1815 tax document
because of their lack of taxable personal property— one index of a decent livelihood.42
[Figure 7.]

FIGURE 6. Taxpaying Female Households, 1815
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41 Although 1815 Personal Property Tax law did not charge a head tax for white males over sixteen years,
the law did count the number of white males sixteen years or older present in each of the taxable
households.
42 Stansell 6.
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The race of most of these women is uncertain. Census evidence indicates that
some of the women taxed were free black women. Mildred Lewis and Rachael Sturrus
were listed in the 1810 Census index as free blacks. The document also provides some
implication of race. The tax collector ordered his lists racially, listing free black male
household heads together at the end of an alphabetical group. Seven women were listed
among them. This ordering suggests that Caty Ferneyhough, Peggy Johnson, Letitia
Jones, Elizabeth Lambeth, Mildred Lewis, Alice Sturrus, and Rachael Sturrus were free
black women. [See Appendix C for a list of the names in document order.] A survey
through the 1801 Fredericksburg Registry o f Free Blacks confirmed that Alice Sturrus, "a
dark mulatto woman, aged about twenty years," and Rachael Sturrus, "a bright mulatto
woman aged about eighteen years," both were "born in this county of a free woman, and
[are] consequently free.”43
The 1815 tax law did not require free black women to pay the head tax charged to
free black men. The law considered black women tithables until the 1769 passage of a
new law. The 1769 law stated that "free Negroes, mulatto or Indian women or wives of
free Negroes other than slaves are exempt from being tithables, and from the payment of
public or parish levies." Enactment of the new law took place because the tax was
deemed "very burdensome to such Negroes.”44 The two women taxpayers that were
definitely free black women paid personal property taxes of ninety-three cents and thirty-

42 Stansell 6.
43 Bicentennial Commission of Fredericksburg, Virginia, Certificates and Registry o f Free Negroes, City
o f Fredericksburg, 1790-1862 (Fredericksburg, VA: February 1977): 43, 44, 189.
44 June Purcell Guild, ed. Black Laws o f Virginia: A Summary o f the Legislative Acts o f Virginia
Concerning Negroes from Earliest Times to the Present (Richmond, VA: Whittet and Shepperson, 1936):
133. Also Michael L. Nicholls “Aspects of the African American Experience in 18th Century
Williamsburg and Norfolk” (Utah State University AT&T Research Fellow and Colonial Williamsburg
Foundation, October 1990): 137.
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eight cents. Rachael Sturrus possessed one slave and one chest of drawers, not of
mahogany. Alice Sturrus owned the only clock in women's households and one chest of
drawers, not of mahogany, and paid the third lowest personal property tax among female
taxpayers. The other five women appeared throughout the quartiles. [See Table 4.] This
chapter is primarily concerned with the effects of gender on the possession of taxable
personal property. Race, while an important consideration, is not the focus of this
analysis.
Women depict the popular conception of the 1815 Personal Property Tax and paid
taxes on goods owned by the average taxpayer. The group of women taxpayers included
white, black, and professional women, representing various aspects of Fredericksburg
society. Most women paid no tax on their race or professional status, just as the majority
(sixty percent) o f Fredericksburg residents listed on the tax document paid no fee for their
race or profession. A woman, Eleanor Hudgins, owned the median household among all
Fredericksburg taxpayers. Hudgins paid a personal property tax of two dollars eighty-five
and one half cents. Twenty taxpaying households headed by women paid a tax below the
town's median property tax. Fourteen women paid a property tax above the median tax.
Hudgins portrays the median measure for all taxpaying town residents, but among women
household heads she illustrates the higher end of the spectrum. [Table 4.]
Twenty-nine percent of the women listed on the tax document are on both the
1810 and 1820 Census lists, implying long-term residence as household heads in
Fredericksburg. These nine women paid an average tax of two dollars fifty-one cents.
Women on either list and the tax document—residents for less than ten years—paid an
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Table 4. Women Taxpayers Listed in Tax Amount Order
[Women’s Median Household; Overall Median Households Free Black Women; Merchants!
Chew, Ann
Willis, Elizabeth (Eliza)
Jones, Letitia
Lomax, Martha
Rogers, Judith
Smith, Elizabeth
Lambeth, Elizabeth
Thornton, Lucy
Johnston, Jane
Graham, Sarah
Smith, Margaret
Lewis, M ildred
Smock. Sarah
Johnston, Ann
Hudgins, Eleanor
Clarke, Mary Ann
Evans, Sally
McCoul, Ann
Bowen, Jane
Dade, Elizabeth
Sexsmith, Mary
Woodard, Elisabeth
Boors. Catharine
McWilliams, Maty (Mrs.)
Sturrus, Rachael
Gaines, Catharine
Ferneyhough, Catharine (Caty)
Matthews, Mary
McFarlane, Margarette
Johnson, Margaret (Peggyj
Taylor, Ann
Williams, Elizabeth (Mrs. E.)
Sturrus, Alice
Burnett, Malinda
Day, Sarah

$10.30
8.60
7.83
7.55
6.98
6.40
6.26
6.23
5.92
4.23
3.82
3.38
3.20
3.02
2.85
2.30
1.95

A
y2
y2

y2
V,

1.93 y2

1.80
1.70
1.58
1.50
1.32
1.30
.92 14
.83
.80
.80
.80
.80
.80
.75
.37 y.
.15 Vi
.12 y2

average tax of two dollars seventy-seven cents. The fourteen women on neither list paid
an average tax of three dollars eighty-three cents each. These numbers contest the pattern
of increased mobility with decreased wealth established in the tax document overall and in
the examination of free black males studied in the following section. [Figure 8.]
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FIGURE 8. Length of Residence and Personal Property Tax:
Women
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The opposite results come from women's dependent status. Women who
independently headed households for ten years owned the fewest taxable goods and paid
the lowest taxes. This observation suggests that supporting themselves and any family
members required most of their resources, preventing them from either consuming
additional luxuries or from keeping inherited luxury items. Women who headed their own
households for less than ten years may have possessed more taxable goods because they
spent fewer years supporting themselves. Women mentioned only on the tax list may have
recently become independent due to the death of a spouse or family member. These
women disappeared by 1820 either as a result of a move, marriage, or death. Their
relatively high tax is a product of the short time they existed autonomously. The price of
independence was cumulative and high. The decreasing tax amount by length of
independent residence in Fredericksburg suggests that women were not usually able to
maintain or improve their economic status as autonomous heads of household.
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Women owned thirty-six of the sixty-six taxable luxuries enumerated on the 1815
tax list and paid an average personal property tax of three dollars twelve cents. What
objects made up the basic kit of luxuries consumed by independent women household
heads? How much of each luxury did women consume? Consumption refers to the
possession and use of goods, whether they came into ownership through purchase,
inheritance, or gift.45 As described in the Introduction, the taxable items have been
divided into six groups: productive capital, transportation, timepieces, furniture,
household furnishings, and social equipment. Examining the prevalence of each category
of goods in taxpaying female-headed households reveals the influence of gender on the
possession of luxury goods.
Fredericksburg’s autonomous women were more likely to own furniture,
productive capital, and household furnishings than social equipment, timepieces, or
transportation. [Figure 9.] Luxury possessions in Ann McCoul’s home, the median
household among women taxpayers, support this observation. Ann McCoul lived in
Fredericksburg for at least ten years. McCoul paid a personal property tax of one dollar
ninety-three and one half cents. The taxable property she possessed included two adult
slaves, one child slave, and one chest of drawers made of any wood other than mahogany.
How representative are McCoul's possessions of those found in other households? Each
taxable possession illustrates a decision made by the household head regarding the
allocation of the limited resources available to each household. Consideration of the
taxable possessions by category determines the luxury groups of most importance to

45 Smart 69.
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women. Dividing women taxpayers into four quartiles, from high tax amount to low,
reveals which level of taxpayers valued which luxury goods.

FIGURE 9. Luxury Possessions by Object Category: Women
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In the category of productive capital, women invested in humans and animals for
labor and/or food. Most of the possessions in this category are slaves. The sixty slaves,
children and adult, owned by women lived in twenty-nine of the thirty-five women’s
households. Adult slaves were found in every quartile, in quantities ranging from one to
four. In every household with a child slave, an adult slave was also present. Two
households contained four adult slaves and one child. Fifteen households owned a single
adult slave. One scholar notes that antebellum women usually worked with their help to
accomplish household chores, such as cooking, shopping, clothes making, mending,
laundry, and general cleaning. If the women had children, slaves or hired help allowed
women to devote more time to child rearing.46 The household assistance a slave provided
gave women additional time for other, possibly wage-earning, occupations, such as

46 Boydston 80-81.
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keeping boarders, renting properties, teaching school, and running an ordinary or shop.
Slaves appeared in eighty-three percent of female-headed households.
The possession of livestock was not a high priority for Fredericksburg women.
Cattle were the only livestock present in the women's households—no horses, mares,
mules, or colts. Seven women owned a single head of cattle each. Only one head of cattle
was found in the top quartile of women taxpayers, and one in the bottom, suggesting that
cattle were valued in middle class women’s households. The lack of cattle in eighty
percent of women's homes suggests the easy availability of milk and meat from other
sources in an urban area. The complete absence of work animals indicates that women
living in urban Fredericksburg did not earn their livings driving carts or pulling plows.
Taxpaying women did not play a large part in agricultural production in Fredericksburg.
Women did not possess any taxable mode of transportation—horses, mares, or
riding carriages of any taxable description. This fact intimates a tendency either to live in
town, within walking distance of a market or business center, or to rely on public or
borrowed transportation to get around town. Transportation was not a luxury women
chose, or were able, to consume.
Six households headed by women owned some method of keeping time. Five
women owned pocket watches and one possessed a clock with wooden works and no
case. The three women who owned gold pocket watches paid higher taxes on their
watches than on any other luxury in their possession. Two women owned one highly
valued pocket watch each, made of double-cased gold. One owned a pocket watch with a
single case of gold. All three of these women are in the top quartile of women taxpayers.
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Two other women owned the least valued watches of gilt silver or pinchbeck.47 Although
the possession of the lesser quality watch is more common in Fredericksburg overall, it is
interesting to note that possession does not occur with the same increased frequency
among women household heads. AJice Sturrus, a free black woman, owned the only clock
among women and also paid her highest tax on this clock, which was the least valuable of
the listed clocks. The Sturrus household falls in the lowest quartile. Of the one hundred
ninety-five timepieces owned by all listed Fredericksburg residents, only three percent of
these were found in women's households. This figure indicates that knowledge of time,
and/or the display of a pocket watch, very convenient with a personal timepiece, did not
play a vital role in women's lives. Timepieces may represent inheritances from husbands
or fathers instead of purchases by women for themselves.
Furniture was by far the most prevalent luxury taxed in women’s households in
1815. Women paid more than twice as much tax for the possession of furniture than they
paid for objects in any other category. Twenty-eight of the thirty-five female-headed
households (eighty percent) possessed at least one piece of taxable furniture. Furniture
forms were roughly grouped together on the tax document into case, miscellaneous, and
seating furniture.
Case pieces were listed first on the document. Case furniture includes bureaus,
secretaries, bookcases, chests of drawers with or without desks, sideboards with drawers,
and wardrobes. These pieces of furniture were found in households in all four quartiles.
Nine mahogany bureaus, secretaries, or bookcases; twenty-eight chests of
drawers— fifteen of mahogany and thirteen of any other wood; eight high-value sideboards

47 Gilt silver and pinchbeck were methods of using silver or an alloy of copper or zinc to imitate gold.
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or cellarets; and one mahogany wardrobe comprised the total taxable case furniture found
in women's households. All of these forms were taxed regardless of the type of wood
from which they were made. Mahogany, an imported hardwood, was the most popular
and prestigious material for case pieces and larger storage forms. The tax on mahogany
forms was at least twice as much as the tax on forms of any other wood, yet more
mahogany forms were present in women's households than forms made of any other
wood. Multiple case pieces appeared in several households in the top two quartiles of
women taxpayers. Judith Rogers' household contained three bureaus, secretaries, or
bookcases, and Margaret Smith owned three mahogany chests of drawers with or without
desks. Only one mahogany wardrobe or clothes press, owned by Elizabeth Smith, was
taxed in women's households. The rarity of the mahogany wardrobe and the absence of
this form in any other wood suggest that it was a new form that had not yet become
common or affordable in Fredericksburg.
A miscellaneous collection of mahogany furniture forms made up the largest group
of furniture for which women paid a tax. This grouping, composed of mahogany
sideboards without drawers or doors, mahogany dining tables or their separate parts,
mahogany tea tables, mahogany card tables, and mahogany bedsteads, encompassed the
greatest variety of taxable goods in a single tax list entry. The mahogany forms taxed in
this group fall only in the top three quartiles. Eighteen households owned between one
and seven of the above forms. Possession of several of these furniture forms implied
social activity, such as dining, playing cards or games, and serving tea. Entertaining
required appropriate objects, such as sideboards and tables, to be successfully and
tastefully accomplished.
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Women possessed a variety of seating furniture. Sets of chairs, usually listed in
even numbers, appeared in the top half of taxpaying women's households. Two
households paid tax for a set of six chairs, ornamented only with gold leaf. Three sets of
twelve chairs with flag bottoms and gold or silver leaf decoration showed up in three
households. Two households owned mahogany chairs in sets of six and thirteen.
Mahogany chairs were less prevalent in women’s households than other forms and were
charged the same tax amount as decorated chairs with straw or flag bottoms. Sets of
twelve or more pieces of seating furniture suggest either a large family or one that
entertained.
Settees and sofas were much less common than chairs. Only two sofas appeared in
the top quartile of these Fredericksburg households. Although other types o f settees cost
less by tax amount, only the mahogany forms were present. The mahogany sofas were
present in the homes of Elizabeth Lambeth, who also possessed mahogany chairs, and of
Martha Lomax, who owned flag bottom chairs with gold or silver leaf decoration. Both
women were in the top two quartiles. No settees of bamboo or cane, or with rush
bottoms and gold or silver wax ornament, or with only gold leaf decoration appeared in
women's households.
The category of household furnishings includes floor coverings, window dressings,
and wall decorations. Possession of all taxable household furnishings fell into the top
three quartiles. Twelve households (thirty-four percent) paid a tax on various household
furnishings. All floor coverings and window treatments occurred in the top two quartiles.
Two women owned carpets of the lowest taxable value, the only taxable floor coverings
found in the women's households. Taxable window dressings include Venetian blinds, and
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draperies of calico, marseilles, dimity, worsted, silk, or satin. Twenty-two curtains of the
cheaper materials— calico, marseilles, and dimity—were found at the windows of five
households. Two Venetian blinds, taxed at twenty-five cents each, appeared in one
household. The same household also paid a seventy-five cents tax on the only two
curtains of worsted, silk, or satin in the women’s households. Eliza Willis, who paid the
second highest total personal property tax of women taxpayers, owned one of the taxed
carpets, the Venetian blinds, and a set of high quality curtains.
Oil and crayon portraits, pictures, prints, and engravings, as well as gilt-framed
mirrors complete the group of household furnishings. These decorative objects occurred
in the top three quartiles, a larger spread than that in which window dressings or carpets
were found. Among women's households, portraits were rare— one oil portrait and one
crayon portrait were assessed in the households of Jane Johnston and Martha Lomax.
Framed pictures, prints, and engravings in sizes above twelve inches were more numerous,
although all of the sixteen prints appeared in three households. The other five prints under
twelve inches were found in two households. Two women paid one dollar for possessing
gilt-framed mirrors between two and three feet tall. One woman paid two dollars for
owning a mirror between three and four feet tall, and one paid fifty cents for the
possession of a gilt mirror between one and two feet tall. Only four women owned gilt
mirrors in which to check their genteel appearance. The rarity of taxed wall decorations in
women's households suggests that most women did not have the disposable wealth
necessary to add wall decorations to their homes.
Just as large sets of seating furniture implied a social role, so did the possession of
goods in the final category, social equipment. Possession of these goods required some
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performance, manners, or skill, and suggested that some of these autonomous women
played a social role in Fredericksburg society. This category of goods includes serving
pieces of various materials and forms, musical instruments, and lighting devices. All of
these goods were found in households in the top three quartiles.
. Nine women's households (twenty-six percent) paid for goods indicative of a
public and social role in Fredericksburg society. Women paid a tax on two silver urns or
coffee pots, and on two silver teapots. Sterling silver coffee and tea services were found
r

in the top quartile only. Ann Chew, the top woman taxpayer, owned one of each silver
form. Silver plated urns, coffee pots, and teapots were found in two households in the top
two quartiles of female households. All other serving pieces, including cut glass
decanters, goblets, and bowls, and silver pitchers, salvers, and tankards, were found only
in the top quartile. Cut glass and silver service pieces were probably utilized during
special occasions or when guests were present. No women paid a personal property tax
for an assessed musical instrument, such as a piano, organ, harpsichord, or harp. Luxury
lighting devices included candlesticks, lamps, chandeliers, epergnes, and girandoles of
either cut glass or silver plate. One third of these objects taxed in 1815 Fredericksburg
were owned by women. All of these objects fell into the top half of women’s households.
Plated candlesticks were the most popular item, with five women taxed for eighteen
candlesticks.
Comparing the luxury goods owned in the median household with the luxuries in
households on both extremes of the tax scale clarifies luxuries valued by women. The
luxury taxes in the lowest quartile of women ranged from twelve and one half cents to
eighty cents. Sarah Day, a Fredericksburg resident for at least ten years, paid the lowest
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tax among female household heads. Day died at age seventy-six in 1826, so she was sixtyfive years old at the time of the 1815 tax assessment. In 1810 her household contained
two slaves.48 Five years later in 1815, Day possessed no slaves. She paid twelve and one
half cents for one chest of drawers, made of any other wood than mahogany. The
possession of slaves and chests of drawers, not of mahogany, were the most common
luxuries among women's households in the lowest quartile of women taxpayers.
The taxes in the highest quartile ranged from five dollars ninety-two cents to ten
dollars thirty cents. At the high end of the tax scale, Ann Chew paid ten dollars thirty
cents for her luxury possessions. Chew was a resident of Fredericksburg for at least ten
years. According to the 1810 census list, Chew owned eleven slaves in 1810. Her taxable
property in 1815 included four adult slaves; one child slave; two mahogany chests of
drawers; one cellaret or sideboard under one hundred dollars in value; five mahogany
tables or bedsteads; twelve straw or flag bottom chairs decorated with gilt or silver leaf;
one silver urn or coffee pot; one silver teapot; and six silver plate candlesticks. Notices in
the local paper indicated that she hired out her slaves.49 Chew also paid a land tax in
1815.50 The cellaret or sideboard, mahogany tables, large set of chairs, and high style
coffee and tea pots listed in Chew's household suggest equipment necessary for social
performance. No taxable household furnishings (prints, mirrors, carpets, or curtains) were
found in Chew's home. All high-end households contained slaves. Other popular
possessions included mahogany tables or bedsteads, mahogany chests of drawers, low

48 Virginia Herald 18 October 1826, 3.
49 Virginia Herald 14 December 1816, 3/3.
50 Virginia State Library, Fredericksburg Land Tax Records, 1815.
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value cellarets or sideboards, calico window curtains, and silver plate candlesticks. All of
the large sets of chairs also fall into the top quartile.
Comparing the median household of Ann McCoul with the households of Sarah
Day and Ann Chew reveals the luxury possessions highly valued by autonomous women.
McCoul paid a personal property tax for two adult slaves, one child slave, and one chest
o f drawers made o f any wood other than mahogany. All three households share the
possession o f chests of drawers, of either mahogany or any other wood: Day owned a
chest of drawers not made of mahogany, McCoul had one mahogany chest of drawers,
and Chew possessed two mahogany chests of drawers. This progression illustrates an
object found throughout the taxpaying spectrum that was important to women. Women
valued this form whether it was used for storage of clothes or linens, or as a desk for
papers and letters. The portable personal property found in all three households was
exactly the kind most women inherited or were given when they married.51 McCoul and
Chew both possessed more than one slave in their households, while Day's household
owned none. The goods common to households at various levels of the taxpaying
spectrum suggest that the possession of chests of drawers and slaves were priority
possessions among women household heads.
The taxable possessions of independent women household heads in
Fredericksburg, Virginia also indicate group characteristics. Women possessed a wide
variety of taxable goods— sixty percent of the taxed luxuries. Wealth was dispersed
among women taxpayers. High-style luxury goods were found at all tax levels, not
concentrated at the top. Slaves and mahogany furniture were found in all four quartiles,
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while household furnishings and social equipment were found only in the top three
quartiles. In spite of the difficulties women faced supporting themselves and possibly their
families in early nineteenth-century Virginia, thirty-seven percent of female-headed
households paid a personal property tax on a variety of luxury items.

51Lebsock24. Norton 603.
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III. FREE BLACKS

“Free Coloured People, Take Notice— That I shall attend at
the Court-house, in this town, on Tuesday, the first day of
August next, for the purpose of receiving your respective
Taxes....”1
— John Sheperd, 1820

Over half of Fredericksburg’s free black men consumed luxury goods in spite of an
expensive status assessment. Thorstein Veblen remarked that “no class of
society...forgoes all customary conspicuous consumption.”2 Fredericksburg’s free black
male households are no exception, even though free black men paid the lowest average
personal property tax. The head tax they paid for their free status was dropped from the
personal property tax in 1816, making this glimpse at their luxury possessions even more
revealing.3 Investigating this group’s taxable possessions divulges information about the
priorities and standards of living that free black men enjoyed and provides clues to the
effects o f race on urban identity.
The two dollars fifty cents head tax paid by free black males was a higher tax than
that paid by thirty-six percent of Fredericksburg taxpayers. Two dollars fifty cents was
one of the highest taxes placed on any of the assessed personal property, and falls into the
second highest tax bracket. Two other types of goods share the tax bracket: high-value
1 Fitzgerald 41-2.
2 Veblen 85.
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carpets and gilt framed mirrors between four and five feet tall. In Fredericksburg, two
residents—both white—paid a tax on such a carpet, and one resident paid for a five foot
mirror. Although unburdened with a head tax, few white residents possessed items as
highly taxed as the status of free black men. All free black men paid their highest personal
property tax for their free status.
The black men listed on the 1815 Personal Property Tax document are free heads
of household, not slaves. According to 1810 and 1820 Census records, the interpolated
total number of free blacks in 1815 Fredericksburg, including women and children, is three
hundred and fifty eight, approximately twenty percent of Fredericksburg’s total free
population.4 [Figure 10.] According to the 1815 Personal Property Tax document, free
black men headed forty-eight households.
Methods by which Virginian blacks gained freedom included birth, purchase,
Revolutionary War service, and manumission. Also, a small number of free blacks lived in
the colonies before the Revolutionary War. Some of these early Chesapeake blacks
worked off their indentures and became free, in the same manner as white indentured
servants. Others were emancipated by proof of white ancestry or former conversion to
Christianity. A few received freedom as a reward for a “particularly meritorious act.”5

3 John H Russell, The Free Negro in Virginia, 1619-1865 (New York: Dover Publishers, Inc., 1969):
115.
4 The number of free black households headed by free black men is difficult to determine with any
accuracy from the information in the 1810 and 1820 census indexes. In 1810, all “free non-whites except
Indians” were listed together in one column. The age and gender are unspecified. In 1820 the census
differentiated age and gender of free blacks, but individual information is not included in the census
index.
5 JohnB. Boles, Black Southerners, 1618-1869 (Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky, 1983):
132.
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Figure 10. Free Population in 1815 Fredericksburg, Virginia
20%

Hi Free White Population
□ Free Black Population
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As slavery became the rule for southern blacks, lawmakers limited opportunities to
become free. In 1662, the General Assembly passed a law stating that children “got by an
Englishman upon a Negro woman” were to be “bond or free according to the conditions
o f the mother.”6 In the years that followed, children continued to inherit the legal status of
their mothers. Most free blacks in eighteenth-century Virginia were free-born.7 Although
legally slaves could not own property or earn wages, some slaves accumulated enough
capital to purchase their freedom. The opportunity and the price of freedom depended
upon the slaveholder.
Both the British and American sides of the American Revolution presented blacks
with opportunities for freedom. Lord John Dunmore, the Royal Governor of Virginia,
promised freedom to all “servants and slaves belonging to rebels who could bear arms
against their masters until the fall [of the rebels].” Approximately eight hundred slaves

6Guild 23.
7 Nicholls 128.
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joined Dunmore, most dying of small pox while aboard his ship. After the war, these men
were considered deserters and were punished if they returned to Virginia.8
George Washington permitted free blacks to serve in the Revolutionary Army.
They fulfilled duties that did not require them to bear arms, such as drummer, piper, and
scout. By 1777, the military accepted free blacks for full service.9 Billy Jones and James
West, two Fredericksburg free blacks listed on the tax document, served in the American
Navy during the Revolution. Jones, who received a pension for his military service,
worked as a drayman in Fredericksburg and owned two horses in the 1815 assessment.
West, a blacksmith, became a prominent Fredericksburg resident.10 His taxable luxury in
the 1815 tax assessment consisted of one head of cattle.
In order to serve in the military, the law required free blacks to certify their
freedom.11 Some slaveholders enlisted black slaves as free men to complete their military
service for them. After the war, these slaveholders expected to repossess their slaves.
The Virginia General Assembly outlawed this practice and emancipated such slaves in
1783:
“During the Revolutionary War, many slaves were enlisted
by their owners as substitutes for free persons, and were
represented to the recruiting officers as free, and afterward
the owners, contrary to the principles of justice, have
attempted to force the slaves to return to servitude.
Because such slaves have contributed toward American
liberty and independence they are all deemed free and may
sue, in form a pauperis, and may recover damages if
detained.”12
8 Nicholls 142-144.
9 Nicholls 142.
10 Fitzgerald 33-35.
11 Thad Tate, The Negro in Eighteenth-Century Williamsburg (Williamsburg, VA: Colonial
Williamsburg Foundation, 1965): 120.
12 Guild 191.
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Approximately half of the free black population in 1776 participated in the Revolutionary
War.13
The number of free blacks increased in the two decades following the American
Revolution. Many patriotic slaveholders’ acted according to the Revolutionary ideal of
equality set forth in the Declaration of Independence and freed their slaves. Just before
the passage of the voluntary manumission law, Virginia free blacks numbered
approximately 1,800.14 In 1782, the Virginia Assembly legalized private manumission:
“It is lawful for any person by last will or other instrument
in writing, sealed and witnessed to emancipate his slaves.”15

The law required that the former master only maintain financial responsibility for freed
Negroes too young or too old to support themselves.16 The previous manumission law
(1691) required owners, heirs, or executors to pay for transporting freed slaves out of the
state within six months of their emancipation.17 This legal stipulation, while allowing
manumission, deterred slaveholders from its practice. The relaxed restrictions of the 1782
law resulted in the liberty of many slaves, often entire work forces. J. Moore Fauntleroy
of Richmond County freed his work force in his will: “It is my desire that at the end of the
year one thousand eight hundred and three all my negroes may have their freedom....”
Thomas Cary, one of the slaves freed in Fauntleroy’s will, carried a certificate describing
him as “a Tall man, not very black [who] is a very likely smart fellow... [who] was always

13 Fitzgerald 33.
14 Boles 132. Nicholls 140.
15 Guild 94.
16 Tate 123-124.
17 Nicholls 122.
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very much approved of by his master and all who knew him for his attention to his duty
and for his integrity and honesty, Tom is one of the within Liberated slaves.” James
Liverpool, William Webb, and Abram Williams were other slaves freed by this will whose
names appear on the 1815 Fredericksburg tax assessment.18 Free blacks entering Virginia
from other states further increased the free black population.19
Free blacks occupied an ambiguous place in society. On one hand, the General
Assembly enacted laws protecting free blacks from kidnapping and sale into slavery by
“divers [sic] ill-disposed persons.” In 1765 the punishment for such crimes was a fifty
pound fine. The amount of the fine increased with each additional offense. In 1788 the
legislature toughened the penalty: “Whoever steals a free person, knowing him to be free
shall suffer death without benefit of clergy.”20 The abolition of the foreign slave trade in
1808 increased the value of slaves and provided incentive for the abduction and sale of
free blacks. Free blacks organized themselves into protective organizations, which
provided protection and worked for the release of free blacks who had been kidnapped
and sold. Children were especially at risk.21
However, if free blacks were unable to pay any taxes or fines, a 1782 law required
them to be hired out until their full debt was paid. John Sheperd, a Fredericksburg law
officer and tax collector, concluded an announcement regarding free black tax collection
with a plea: “— I beg that punctuality will be observed by all, as I am compelled by law to

18 “Certificates and Registry of Free Negroes” 72, 78, 82-83, 195.
19 Luther Porter Jackson, Free Negro Labor and Property Holding in Virginia, 1830-1860 (New York:
Russell and Russell, 1971): 5.
20 Guild 58, 95.
21 Fitzgerald 39.
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hire out all delinquents.”22 If white taxpayers could not pay a tax or fine, they faced
repossession or sale of their property. For minor offenses free blacks received punishment
similar to slaves, such as whippings, rather than the fines given to white offenders. Yet for
more serious crimes, free blacks’ punishment was more similar to that of free whites.23
As the free black population grew, the General Assembly passed more restrictive
legislation regarding free blacks. In 1793, legislative action prevented “free Negroes or
mulattos from migrating into the Commonwealth.” The legislature also required
registration of all free blacks residing in Virginia:
“Free Negroes or mulattos shall be registered and numbered
in a book to be kept by the town clerk, which shall specify
age, name, color status and by whom, and in what court
emancipated. Annually the Negro shall be delivered a copy
for twenty-five cents... .Every free Negro shall once in every
three years obtain a new certificate.”24

This act of the Assembly was titled “An Act for regulating the Police of Towns in this
Commonwealth, and to restrain the practice of Negroes going at large....” The law
compelled free blacks to keep a duplicate copy of their registration with them at all times.

22 Guild 136. Fitzgerald 42. Commonwealth o f Virginia, Acts Passed at the General Assembly o f the
Commonwealth o f Virginia, 1814 (Richmond, VA, 1815): 8.
23 Russell 104-105.
24 Guild 95. Letitia Woods Brown, Free Negroes in the District o f Columbia 1790-1846 (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1972): 56, 65. Surviving documents from Fredericksburg’s registry certify that
the following free black personal property tax payers were bom free: Edmund Hollinger (1806), James
West, (1808, 1822), Benjamin DeBaptist (1808, 1813), John DeBaptist (1808), Simon Sexmith (1810),
John Lewis (1811), William Howard (1812), Baylor Matthews (1815, 182-), James Ferguson (1816), John
Combs (1816), Thomas Coyle (1819), Elijah Rollins (1820, 1821), Thomas Starr (1824), and William
Lewis (1846). The registry documents also verify that Thomas Cary, James Liverpool, William Webb,
and Abram Williams were all freed by their master, Moor Fauntleroy in his 1803 will. The register often
gave a description of the individual, an age, and place of birth. They are signed by a court officer and
witness resident of the town. [“Certificates and Registry of Free Negroes, City of Fredericksburg, 17901862”: Numbers 57, 109, 126, 134, 137, 144, 148 ,160 ,165 ,167 ,172-175, 179, 191, 201, 207, 214, 276,
305, 320, and 72, 78, 82, 83, 1955.]
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Thomas Cary placed a notice in the Virginia Herald advertising for his lost papers to
avoid the court costs and fees necessary to obtain new copies of lost certificates:
“Lost yesterday, in the main street, ...a red Morocco Pocket
Book, with my name on the strap containing sundry papers
that can be serviceable only to the owner.— It has a
certificate of my freedom, and a copy of my former
master’s will....”25
Employers could be fined for “employing a Negro without a certificate.” For failure to
present documentation when requested “the Negro may be committed to jail” until he
r

could verify his free status. The prisoner also was responsible for a fine covering jail fees.
If unable to pay the fine, the black prisoner was to be hired out for a minimum of ten cents
a day, until the fine could be paid in full.26
Nervous about slave revolts and free blacks’ part in them, legislators continued to
pass laws restricting the movement and rights of free blacks. Slave revolts in Virginia,
Louisiana, and the French sugar islands increased fear of the unsettling example of free
blacks on slaves.27 In 1806, the General Assembly enacted a law requiring newly freed
blacks to leave the state:
“If any slave hereafter emancipated shall remain within this
Commonwealth more than twelve months after his freedom,
he shall forfeit such right, and may be sold by the overseers
for the benefit of the poor.”28

25 Virginia Herald, 15 May 1804, 3.
26 Guild 95.
27 Jean V. Matthews, Toward a New Society: American Thought and Culture, 1800-1830 (Boston:
Twayne Publishers, 1991): 84. One example of such a slave revolt was Gabriel’s Rebellion in 1800.
Gabriel Prosser, a free black man, planned the revolt of 1,000 slaves in Richmond, Virginia. The militia
stopped the revolt and Prosser and all involved were executed. [Thomas Dale Cowan and Jack Maguire,
Timelines o f African-American History: 500 Years o f Black Achievement (New York: A Roundtable
Press/Perigee Book, 1994): 43.]
28 Guild 72.
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This law remained in force until 1865, the end of the Civil War. The law was modified to
allow manumitted slaves to apply for special permission to remain in the state. The court
allowed exceptions for the performance of an act of “Extraordinary Merit” or if the free
black in question was considered of “good character, sober, peaceable, orderly, and
industrious.”29 After 1815 additional laws were passed throughout the South making
manumission more difficult and prohibiting free blacks’ entry into several southern and
western states.30
Imposing taxes provided a profitable way to keep an accurate count of free blacks
in the community. In 1815, the General Assembly charged all free black men a tax on
their free status:
“All male free negroes and mulattos above the age of
sixteen years, and under the age of forty five, shall be
subject to a poll tax of two dollars and fifty cents... that such
negroes and mulattos are bound out apprentices shall be
exempted from the tax hereby imposed.”31

This head (poll) tax makes possible the clear identification of Fredericksburg’s free black
males. The tax was dropped from the personal property tax in 1816.32 Free black men,
over forty-five years (considered too old to incite rebellion?), free black women (after
1769), free black female children, and free black male children below sixteen years were
not required to pay the tax on their free status.
The law allowed another exemption. If a free black male youth was hired as an
apprentice, he did not have to pay the head tax. Surviving indentures indicated that the

29 Jackson 6.
30 Matthews 84.
31 Acts Passed at the General Assembly o f the Commonwealth o f Virginia, 1814, 8.
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sons of free black parents could be bound out as apprentices on the same basis as white
children, both requiring adequate training in the master’s craft, as well as instruction in
reading and writing.33 No free black men were included as part of a white man’s
household in the 1815 tax document. Free black masters also trained black apprentices.
Numerous accounts of free blacks serving both as apprentice and master exist in
Fredericksburg papers. Edmund Hollinger served an apprenticeship with a Fredericksburg
coachmaker in 1806. In 1812, Thomas Cary had one free black apprentice. Baylor
Matthews learned blacksmithing as an apprentice for his uncle, free black James West,
until 1815. James Ferguson, Jr. taught a free black apprentice barber’s skills in 1833.34
Free black men in Fredericksburg worked as coachmakers, blacksmiths, barbers, draymen,
gravediggers, merchants, musicians, stagecoach operators, brickmakers, cooks,
cabinetmakers, and hack renters—jobs which required a variety of skills and capital and
provided various levels of financial reward. Although none of the men mentioned above
served apprenticeships during 1815 or enjoyed the tax exemption, the information
demonstrated that apprenticeships were possible for free black youth before and after
1815.
The 1815 tax counted and taxed free black men between sixteen and forty-five,
unless they served apprenticeships. The two dollars fifty cents tax charged to every free
black man in Fredericksburg was levied regardless of whether or not they possessed
taxable luxuries. [Table 5.] The number of free blacks between sixteen and forty-five
years counted in Fredericksburg was fifty-two, and included four free black men not

32 Russell 115. Tipton Ray Snavely, The Taxation o f Negroes in Virginia (Charlottesville: University of
Virginia Phelps-Stokes Fellowship Papers, 1917): 9-13.
33 Tate 76.
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heading households. The 1815 tax document lists forty-eight free black households. In
three cases, those of Benjamin DeBaptist, Edmund Hollinger, and Abram Williams, two or

Figure 11. Free Black Male Households, 1815 Fredericksburg
14%

U Fredericksburg Households
■ Free Black Households

86%

more free blacks are included under a single household. Additional taxable members in
these households may represent young adult children over sixteen. The forty-eight free
black households compose fourteen percent of Fredericksburg’s total households. [Figure
11.] Seventeen percent of Fredericksburg’s taxpaying residents were free black males.
[Figure 12.]
Twenty-two households paid a tax on their free status alone; twenty-six paid
additional personal property taxes. Lawmakers did not legally discriminate between the
free populations. Free blacks and free whites paid identical personal property tax on
identical personal property. Free black households provided one hundred sixty-four
dollars twenty-seven cents in personal property tax revenues, nine percent of the town’s
total contribution. The tax also assessed the professional status of free blacks, whites,
men, and women equally.

34 Fitzgerald 48-49.
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Table 5. Free Black Male Taxpayers in Tax Amount Order
[Free Black Median Household (without head tax included)]
DeBaptist, Benjamin
Cary, Thomas
Coyle, David B.
Hollinger, Edmund
Browne, Hugh
Jackson, Ceasar
DeBaptist, George
Waugh, Traven
Monroe, Jones
Stocus, Armistead
Lewis, John
Minor, Jack N.
Bundy, Alexander
Mop, John M.
Curl, Daniel
Bessy, Lindon
Belfore, John
Jones, William
Campbell, Peter
Lewis, William (Billy)
Massey, Battle
Newton, Martin
Rollins, Elisha
Starr, Anthony

$13.41 Vi
11.14
6.85 Vi
5.54 Vi
4.05
3.93
3.80
3.80
3.72
3.55
3.39
3.33
3.30
3.30
3.21
3.21
3.00
2.92
2.71
2.71
2.71
2.71
2.71
2.71

Smith, Jack
West, James
Asher, William
Bedford, William
Benom, William
Bundy, John
Conway, Moses
Dabb, William
Ferguson, James Jr.
Gatyon, Henry
Hollinger, John
Howard, William
Jackson, Samuel
Johnston, Phillip
Liverpool, James
Martin, Malthusill
Matthews, Baylor
McBush, M.
Sturrus, Thomas
Ware, Jacob
Webb, John
Webb, William (Billy)
White, William (Billy)
Williams, Abram

2.71
2.71
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50

The 1815 tax document further distinguishes free black men as a group. The tax
collector ordered his lists alphabetically (all of the last names beginning with an “A” are
together, etc.) and racially. Free black male household heads are listed together at the end
of each alphabetical group. Was this the usual practice when listing large groups of
people together? Did the order indicate neighborhoods from which the tax was collected?
Did the tax collector accept taxes from one racial group at a time? The citation that
begins this chapter suggests that in 1820 taxes from racial segments of society were
collected separately at a central meeting place. It is possible that 1815 taxes were
collected in the same manner. [See Appendix A for more information about tax
collection.]
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Figure 12. Free Black Male Taxpayers, 1815 Fredericksburg
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In spite of the head tax, fifty-four percent of free black households headed by men
owned additional taxable property. The fact that over half of the free black households
contained taxable luxuries suggests that most free black men in Fredericksburg enjoyed
opportunities for employment and the consumption and accumulation of property.
Although not included in any tangible object category, freedom was the most valuable
possession of Fredericksburg’s free blacks in 1815. When the head tax is included in the
free black man’s tax totals, free black male households appear only in the second, third,
and fourth quartiles o f Fredericksburg taxpayers. Nineteen free black men’s households
fell above the Fredericksburg median, twenty-nine fell below. Twenty-two of those
households paid only the head tax, and no tax on any material personal property. In order
to present a more accurate picture of the taxable material possessions of free black men,
and to make the data from free black households comparable to the households of women,
the two dollars fifty cents tax charged to each free black man was subtracted from the
total tax amount. With this revision, twenty-three free black men’s households lie below
the Fredericksburg tax median of two dollars eighty-five and one half cents, and three
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households lie above it. The twenty-two households without material personal property
dropped from the list of taxpayers. Freedom was the only “luxury” they possessed. Only
the twenty-six free black households possessing additional taxable property will be
considered further in this chapter. [Figure 13.]

Figure 13. Free Black Men Paying Additional Personal Property
Tax
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Free black men paid the lowest mean personal property tax of the groups
considered in this study— one dollar thirty-one cents. Of the forty-eight free black
households listed in the tax document, ten percent resided in Fredericksburg in 1810,
1815, and 1820 according to Census records and the tax list. Ten year residence implies
permanent and successful settlement in the area. These five households paid an average
tax of one dollar eighty-one cents, fifty cents higher than the free black household average.
Those that were on either census and the tax document, an implied minimum five year
residence, paid an average tax of seventy-six cents. Those on only the tax document paid
an average tax of fifty-one cents. This pattern was seen also in the population overall,
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supporting the existence of a “floating population.”35 The information indicates increased
mobility with decreased wealth, in spite of the legislation limiting free blacks’ movement
within Virginia. [Figure 14.]

Figure 14. Length of Residence and Personal Property Tax:
Free Black Men
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Free black male residents of Fredericksburg were the most materially
disadvantaged of the taxpaying groups addressed in this study. Sixteen of the sixty-six
taxable items were found in the households of the forty-eight Fredericksburg households
headed by free black men. What kinds of luxury objects did free black men consume? Do
their luxury possessions distinguish them as a group? Is there a defining kit of goods
which identifies the free black males of Fredericksburg?36 As outlined in the Introduction,
the sixty-six objects have been divided into six categories based on function: productive
capital, transportation, timepieces, furniture, household furnishings, and social equipment.
By considering the goods consumed in each category, the preferences and effects of race

35 Siener 258-260.
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on the ownership of luxury objects will be analyzed to reveal the ways free blacks used
luxury goods to convey their identity and status in antebellum Fredericksburg society.
[Figure 15.]

Figure 15. Luxury Possessions by Object Category:
Free Black Men
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The graph above indicates that the possession of productive capital, furniture, and
household furnishings were more important to free black men than timepieces, a means of
transportation, and social equipment. The single possession of the median household of
free black men, that of Alexander Bundy, supports this premise. Bundy resided for at least
five years in Fredericksburg, as his name appeared on the 1820 Census index. Bundy paid
a personal property tax of eighty cents for the possession of one adult slave. In 1822, he
also possessed one slave.37 Is Bundy’s single possession representative of the possessions
found in free black men’s households? Was the possession of slaves by free blacks
common? The head tax charged to free black males in the 1815 Personal Property Tax

36 Carson 174.
37 Fitzgerald 42.
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forced an immediate financial disadvantage on free black men. Any luxuries they
possessed beyond their freedom represent careful consumption and allocation of their
financial resources. Consideration of free blacks’ luxury possessions reveals the
categories of goods most highly valued by free black men. The free black male taxpaying
households have been divided into quartiles by tax amount determine the value of goods at
different economic levels.
Possessions in the first category, productive capital, included livestock and slaves.
Items in this category provided labor and/or food for continued investment in food and
care. Free black men paid taxes on forty-two objects in this category— over twice as
many as in any of the other object categories. Forty-four percent of all free black male
households owned at least one slave, horse, mule or colt, or head of cattle. Eight of
eighteen free black households containing livestock paid a personal property tax for
livestock possession alone.
Horses, mares, mules, and colts were the most prevalent type of livestock,
appearing in all of the quartiles of free black taxpayers. Multiple animals appear in the
highest two quartiles, while single animals appear in the lowest. The high percentage of
free black households with work animals suggests that horses or mules played an
important part in the professional lives of free black men. Free blacks in Fredericksburg
often worked as draymen, or wagon drivers, transporting goods to and from docks,
processing stations, and markets. In a busy port town, the movement of goods was vital.
Five single heads of cattle were taxed in five free black households. The relative rarity of
cattle possession suggests the easy availability of milk and meat, or a diet lacking both.
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The law recognized the right of free blacks to own black slaves in 16 54.38 Six
percent of Fredericksburg’s one hundred seventy-one slaveholders were free black men.
Ten free black households, twenty-one percent of taxpaying free black households,
possessed twelve slaves. The one household that owned a single child slave also
possessed an adult slave. Two households owned two slaves each, the largest slave
holding among free black men. All slave possession occurred in the top three quartiles of
taxpaying free blacks. After their freedom, slaves were the most valuable property of free
black men.
In some cases, slaves were the enslaved family members of the free blacks that
owned them. Many free black slaveholders purchased their family members and later
freed them. However, the law of 1806 required newly freed blacks to leave the state
within a year.39 The threat of banishment may have restricted black slave owners’
intention to free their enslaved family members. There are hundreds of petitions by black
masters requesting exemption from the state laws and permission for freed slaves to
remain in Virginia with their families. Two free black slaveholders on the Fredericksburg
tax list bought and freed family members. Anthony Starr freed his wife Nelly Starr in
1817. The Starrs are listed on the 1820 census index, suggesting that they petitioned
successfully for Nelly to remain in the state. George DeBaptist manumitted his wife “for
and in consideration of the fidelity and affection and good demeanor of my wife Maria
DeBaptist” in 1823.40 DeBaptist owned one slave in 1815. In 1815 Alexander Bundy
paid tax only for one slave. Seven years later, in 1822, he still owned one slave, perhaps a

38James Oakes, The Ruling Race (New York: Vintage Books, 1983): 47.
39 Guild 72.
40 Fitzgerald 42.
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family member who, if freed, would have to leave the state. In 1815 Thomas Cary owned
two slaves, one child and one adult. The slaves may have been his wife and child.
Not all free black slaveholders owned family members or purchased slaves for the
purpose of benevolent manumission. Some purchased slaves for their labor or the status
they conveyed. Slave labor provided valuable assistance to their owners. Slave
possession indicated wealth and elite social position in the south. For free blacks trying to
fit into white urban society, slave ownership could be seen as evidence that the owner
accepted and lived by the values of white society. The acceptance, trust, and support of
the white town citizens was vital to the peaceful existence of free blacks. One strategy to
attain that may have been the purchase of slaves.41
%

Beyond the possession of livestock that could provide transportation, two free
black households owned other taxable means of transportation. These two households
paid the highest and second highest personal property taxes among free black men.
Thomas Cary possessed a two-wheeled riding carriage valued at one hundred dollars.
Benjamin DeBaptist, whose family had long been free black Fredericksburg residents,
worked as a grocery merchant and a hack driver.42 DeBaptist’s three horses, mares,
mules, or colts could have been used not only to move a hack, but in combination with the
phaeton, may also represent another source of livelihood for DeBaptist. Carriages and
other taxable modes of transportation in this category were not luxuries free black men
chose to consume.

41 Larry B. Koger, Black Slaveowners: Free Black Slave Masters in South Carolina, 1790-1860
(Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Company, 1985): 2, 3, 80, 84.
42 Fitzgerald 42.
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Knowledge of time and the display of timepieces, very convenient with a personal
timepiece, did not figure strongly in the lives of most free black men. Pocket watches
were the only taxed timepiece owned among free black men. Seven free black households
in the top three quartiles contained the only personal timepieces owned by free black men.
Each paid a tax for the possession of one gilt, silver, or pinchbeck pocket watch. This
type of pocket watch was valued the least by the 1815 tax. Gilt and pinchbeck represent
two ways of disguising a less valuable metal, such as a copper and zinc alloy, to look like
gold. Ownership of timepieces was a luxury, one most free black men did not find r
necessary or could not afford.
All of the luxury furniture taxed among free blacks was concentrated in four
households. These households fall into the top quartile of free black taxpayers. One
percent of the furniture taxed on the personal property tax list was found in free black
men’s households. Free blacks possessed furniture from six of the sixteen furniture
categories assessed on the 1815 tax document. Free black men owned five pieces of case
furniture, one piece each in three households, and two pieces in one household. Free
blacks owned two mahogany bureaus or bookcases, two chests of drawers not of
mahogany, and one low-value cellarette or sideboard with drawers and doors. Five
mahogany sideboards without drawers or doors, dining tables, tea tables, card tables, or
bedsteads were taxed in the free black men’s households. One household contained four
of the five forms. Both households were found in the first quartile. One free black
household contained taxable seating furniture. David Coyle, the free black taxpayer with
the third highest personal property tax, owned a mahogany settee and a set of six chairs
ornamented with gold leaf. The mahogany settee was one of twenty-seven in
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Fredericksburg, and the highest taxed type of settee. The chairs with gold leaf decoration
cost the lowest tax among chairs. The set of chairs suggests a large family or one that
welcomed guests.
Seven percent of free black households paid a tax on household furnishings. No
taxable floor coverings were found in any of the free black households. The other taxable
household furnishings appeared in four households in the top two quartiles. Eleven of the
fifteen objects occurred in the top quartile. Benjamin DeBaptist was the only free black
male taxed for any window dressing. Two sets of purchased calico curtains decorafed the
windows of his household. If the fabric had been made at home, no tax would have been
assessed.43 Wall decorations were the most popular luxuries in the category of household
furnishings. Three homes paid a tax for pictures and portraits, items that primarily served
a decorative purpose. Portraits also suggest pride in family lineage and heritage. One
crayon portrait and three framed pictures, prints, or engravings (above 12 inches in size)
adorned the walls of one household. Two other homes had four and five framed prints
above twelve inches including the frames. Framed pictures, prints, or engravings were by
far the most popular type of wall hanging in Fredericksburg. Free black men owned five
percent of the two hundred twenty-nine pictures taxed in this category.
A single household owned a taxable object in the final object category, social
equipment. David Coyle possessed one plated urn, coffee or teapot. The possession of
this luxury object implied that his role in Fredericksburg society had some social aspects to
it. Some of his other luxury possessions, such as a set of six chairs and four mahogany
tables and/or sideboards, support this implication. No other free black men owned similar

43 Fitzgerald 38, 41-2, 52-3.
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luxury objects. However, at least one free black man’s household contained taxable
property in each of the six categories.
A comparison of the median household’s possessions with those at the high and
low ends of free black taxpayers clarifies the priorities of free black men toward luxury
possession. Thomas Cary paid the highest personal property tax among free black men.
A resident of Fredericksburg for at least ten years, Cary paid a tax of eight dollars sixtyfour cents. Cary was freed in his former master’s will. Luxury goods in his household
included one adult slave; one child slave; two horses, mares, mules, or colts; one twowheeled riding carriage; one pinchbeck pocket watch; one mahogany bureau, secretary, or
bookcase; and one mahogany table or bedstead. In the top quartile of free blacks, tax
amounts ranged from one dollar forty-three cents to eight dollars sixty-four cents. Fifty
objects were taxed in households in the top quartile, with the possession of horses, mares,
mules, or colts the most popular luxury.
At the opposite end of the spectrum, James West, a resident of Fredericksburg for
at least ten years, paid one of the lowest taxes. James West served in the Navy during the
American Revolution, and made his living as a blacksmith.44 West paid twenty-one cents
for the possession of a horse, mare, mule, or colt. All of the households in the lowest
quartile paid a personal property tax of twenty-one cents for owning a horse, mare, mule,
or colt. In the lowest quartile, the possession of a horse, mare, mule, or colt was again the
most popular possession among free black men.
Alexander Bundy’s household, the median free black household, contained one
adult slave. Bundy’s single possession again represented the preference of free blacks for

44 Fitzgerald 42.
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the category of productive capital. Livestock possession occurred in each of the three
households. The popularity of horses, mares, mules, or colts at both the high and low
ends o f the personal property spectrum attest to the value of these animals to the lives of
free black men. Whether these animals provided transportation, or employment
opportunities, their possession was a high priority to Fredericksburg’s free blacks. Free
black men owned five horses to every one cow, further attesting to the importance of
horses in the port town. Other taxable luxury possessions were concentrated in specific
homes and were not widely spread throughout the free black male population.
One historian stated that “social barriers in this country are a violation of our
national ideals.”45 In 1815 Fredericksburg, one social barrier—race—was manifested in
the head tax required of free black men. In Federal society, as American men struggled to
re-adjust their elitist desires with new notions of equality, free blacks struggled to achieve
and maintain their status as free men. Although faced with great disparities in wealth and
education among themselves and free whites, half of Fredericksburg’s free black men paid
a tax on luxury material possessions. Even though the majority of free blacks consumed
luxury goods in the lower object ranges, some achieved an urban lifestyle comparable to
free white households. Once survival and freedom were assured, free black men with
enough money consumed luxury goods. The possession of luxury goods by over half of
the lowest taxpaying group suggests that at least modest economic opportunity existed for
Fredericksburg’s free blacks.

45 David M. Potter, People o f Plenty: American Abundance and the American Character (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1954): 101.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
“Can our People expect to indulge themselves in the
unbounded Use o f every unmeaning & fantastick
Extravagance because they would follow the Lead of
Europeans, & not spend all their Money? You would be
surprizd to see the Equipage, the Furniture & expensive
Living of too many, the Pride & Vanity of Dress which
pervades thro every Class, confounding every Distinction
between the Poor & the Rich and evincing the Want both of
Example & (Economy.” [sic]1
Samuel Adams to John Adams, 1785

In 1785, Samuel Adams expressed his dismay at Americans’ desire to consume
luxury goods. With the American victory over the British in the Revolutionary War,
Americans rejected British rule and hierarchical society in favor of an equal and
democratic society. Equality was an ideal in post-Revolutionary America. Yet,
Americans rushed to purchase luxuries that would distinguish them among peers and
strangers as genteel. The state of Virginia decided to capitalize on this trend and
instituted a tax on luxury goods in 1815, which was profitable because the majority of
people owned luxuries. The majority of 1815 Fredericksburg households— eighty-nine
percent— contained taxable luxuries.
In a port town such as Fredericksburg, luxury possession quickly communicated
the owner’s status to town residents and strangers. Thorstein Veblen notes that
"The means of communication and the mobility of the population now
expose the individual to the observation of many persons who have no
1 Samuel Adams, The Writings o f Samuel Adams, ed. Harry Alonzo Cushing (New York: Octagon Books,
1968): 315-316.
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other means o f judging of his reputability than the display of goods (and
perhaps o f breeding) which he is able to make while he is under their
direct observation."2
The possession of goods served as a way to objectify the reputation and social standing of
town residents.
The previous chapters examine the influence of gender and race on luxury
ownership and analyze the luxury goods contained in the household kits of women and
free black men. What, if any, patterns exist in the luxury possessions of female- and
male-headed households? Do patterns exist in the households of free white and free
r

black male residents? What do the patterns suggest about the lives of Fredericksburg
residents in 1815?
Although the town of Fredericksburg may have been in decline in 1815, it was
still a busy port town through which many goods and people passed. In addition to
travelers, a floating population moved through the city. These transient residents appear
on any combination of the 1815 tax document and 1810 and 1820 Census lists.
Consideration o f taxpaying residents and their personal property tax amount with their
length of residence in Fredericksburg presents an overall pattern of increased mobility
with decreased wealth. People who moved into town, found jobs, and accumulated
wealth generally stayed in Fredericksburg. Those less successful at accumulating wealth
moved out of town to seek their fortunes elsewhere. This pattern holds true for overall
Fredericksburg taxpayers and for free black men.
However, with female-headed households the reverse of the pattern is true.
[Figure 16.] Among independent women, the amount of personal property tax decreased
with longer residence. As women’s wealth decreased, so did their mobility. This finding

2 Veblen 37.
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supports the premise that the mobile, floating population was largely male. Urban men
could expect greater wealth with longer established residence. Urban women, however,
faced decreased wealth the longer they lived independently.

FIGURE 16. Length of Residence and Personal Property Tax:
Summary
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Each luxury possession represents a decision made by Fredericksburg taxpayers.
When allocating limited resources residents often chose to consume luxury goods instead
of more common substitutes. If luxury possessions were inherited, taxpayers decided to
keep them, instead of selling valuables to increase disposable income. Whether the
personal property tax deterred consumption of luxuries is unclear because the 1815
Personal Property Tax lasted only one year in this form.
What role did gender play in the consumption and possession of luxury goods?
To address this question, women’s taxed luxuries will be compared to luxuries owned by
male Fredericksburg taxpayers, including free black men. Men and women faced
different challenges in gaining luxury possessions. The majority of women paid no
additional tax on status, with the exception of three professional women. However, the
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tax law required all free black men and some professional men to pay additional taxes
beyond their personal property.
As Figure 17. illustrates, the most popular luxury possessions of both women and
men came from the same two categories: productive capital and furniture. Slaves and
mahogany furniture were two luxury possessions autonomous women and men included
in their kit of luxury goods. Slaves and luxury furniture were two types of moveable
objects that women often inherited in place of real estate, which usually went to male
heirs.3 Slaves made up ninety percent of women’s productive capital, and sixty-six
percent of men’s (thirty percent among free black men). Eighty percent of women’s
households included slaves. City residents did not rely on slave labor to the same extent
that their rural neighbors did. Instead, slave labor supplemented city life.4 Women
owned little livestock, and then cattle only, no horses, mares, mules, or colts were

3 Norton 603.

4 Fitzgerald 22.
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FIGURE 17. Luxury Possessions by Gender
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listed among their property. Twenty percent of productive capital owned by men,
however, were horses, mares, mules, and colts. Only fourteen percent were heads of
cattle. Livestock played an important role in the lives of male Fredericksburg residents,
whose professions often required their use.
Luxury furniture was the most popular category overall in 1815 Fredericksburg.
Mahogany was the most prevalent wood used for luxury furniture in both women's and
men’s households. Sixty percent of women’s taxable furniture was at least part
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mahogany; thirty-five percent was made o f any other wood. Among men, seventy-three
percent of their taxable furniture was at least part mahogany; twenty-one percent made of
any other wood. Although popular, mahogany furniture was taxed at a higher rate, which
indicates its higher value. In 1815 male-headed households consumed more mahogany
furniture than female-headed households did.
Taxable household furnishings and social equipment were the next two most
popular categories in both male- and female-headed households. Luxury household
furnishings were found in fifty-four percent of women’s households, and in ninety-one
percent of men’s homes. Window curtains made of various fabrics were the most
popular luxury household decoration among women. Curtains made up forty-two percent
of household furnishings among women, and fifteen percent of men’s. In men’s homes,
framed prints and drawings of all sizes were the most popular household decoration and
composed forty-nine percent of men’s taxed household furnishings. Twelve percent of
men’s furnishings were crayon and oil portraits. Framed prints and drawings of all sizes
made up thirty-seven percent of women’s furnishings, while crayon and oil portraits
constituted only four percent of women’s furnishings.
Forty-nine percent of women’s homes contained some type of luxury goods for
entertaining, and forty-eight percent of men’s homes contained such luxuries. Women’s
social equipment included a higher percentage of silver forms at twenty-two percent than
men’s did at nine percent. In both women’s and men’s households plate forms were
more common than silver and composed fifty-six percent of women’s social equipment
and thirty-eight percent of men’s. Women possessed plated candlesticks in the greatest
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quantity, followed by cut glass decanters, pitchers, bowl, goblets, washbasins, stands, and
salvers. Men show the same preferences in much greater quantities.
Timepieces and modes of transportation appeared with much greater frequency in
male-headed households of Fredericksburg. Seventeen percent of women’s homes
contained timepieces compared to sixty-six percent of men’s homes. Pocket watches
were preferred by both women and men and made up eighty-three percent of women’s
timepieces and eighty percent of men’s. Clocks were more popular in men’s homes and
constituted twenty percent of men’s timepieces and seventeen percent of women’s/
Although few women owned timepieces, sixty percent of women’s pocket watches were
gold while only twenty-eight percent of men’s were made of gold. Men chose the less
expensive pinchbeck, gilt or silver pocket watch over the high quality pocket watches.
Women on the tax list possessed no taxable means of transportation. Men, on the
other hand, owned modes of transportation that often represented an opportunity to earn
income. The most popular was a riding carriage with two wheels not valued over one
hundred dollars. Carriages of this type constituted fifty-nine percent of men’s luxury
transportation.
The influence of gender on luxury possession is subtle. Men and women
generally agreed on priority luxury possessions and which goods were necessary to
display a genteel way o f life in 1815 Fredericksburg. Both men and women prized the
same categories of luxury goods with the single exception of the transportation category.
Analysis of goods within each category revealed additional preferences. In every
category men owned a greater variety and quantity of goods than women did. Among
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women the average per capita luxury possession was seven; among men it was fourteen,
twice the women’s average.
What effect did race have on luxury consumption and possession? To consider
this question, the taxed luxuries of free black males will be compared to luxuries owned
by free white male Fredericksburg taxpayers. Due to the difficulty in determining the
race of most women taxpayers they have been excluded to clarify the comparison. The
1815 tax law required all free black men and some professional men to pay additional
taxes beyond their personal property. All of the free black men in this study paid artax on
their free status. Although the burden of the head tax was great, over half of free black
men— fifty-four percent—were able to consume luxury goods. The status tax on freedom
was listed with material personal property, implying that freedom was a luxury and a
personal possession.
The households of free white men contained more luxury goods in every category
than the households of free black men.5 As Figure 18. illustrates, the possession of
livestock and slaves was the primary and priority possession of free black men. Fortyfour percent of free black men owned livestock, indicating that the possession of horses,
mules, cattle, and slaves played an important role in the lives of free black men in
Fredericksburg. Horses and mules make up sixty percent of the productive capital of free
black men, cattle eleven percent, and slaves twenty-nine percent. The livestock
possessions of free white men consisted of eighteen percent horses or mules, and fourteen
percent cattle. Sixty-eight percent of white males’ productive capital were slaves. White

5 The households of free black women were not included with the households of free blacks here because
there was no way to determine with certainty the race of all of the independent women heads of household
listed in the document. Also, free black women paid no tax on their free status.
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men owned more slaves, more horses, and more cattle than free black men, yet live
resources composed a smaller percentage of their overall luxury consumption.

FIGURE 18. Luxury Possessions by Race
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The possession of luxury furniture is the second most popular luxury among free
black men. Luxury furniture was the priority possession of white men and productive
capital the second most common. Free blacks owned neither great quantities of taxable
furniture nor great varieties. Six types of luxury furniture occurred in free black
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households, fifteen different types were taxed in the households of white males. Fortyseven percent of free black men’s furniture was whole or in part mahogany, while
seventy-three percent of white men’s luxury furniture was mahogany.
The category of household furnishings was the third most popular category for
both black and white men. Luxury household furnishings were found in four percent of
free black households. Framed prints and drawings of all sizes were the most commonly
taxed items. Thirty-five percent of white men’s taxable furnishings were framed prints,
sixteen percent were crayon and oil portraits, and seventeen percent were window r
dressings. Sixty percent of free black men’s household furnishings were framed prints
and drawings, twenty percent crayon portraits, and twenty percent window curtains made
of various fabrics. As with furniture, white men enjoyed greater variety and quantity of
household furnishings.
The next priority possessions among free black men were timepieces and
transportation. Black men owned only low value pocket watches made of gilt, silver, or
pinchbeck. They possessed no clocks of any taxable description or any pocket watches
of gold. Although thirty-one percent of the pocket watches of white men were gold, the
majority were made of gilt, silver, or pinchbeck. White men possessed ninety-five
percent of taxed transportation. Two free black households included transportation: one
a phaeton and one a riding carriage valued under one hundred dollars.
The possession of social equipment was much more common among white men
than black men. Luxuries for polite entertaining were not priority possessions to free
black males residing in Fredericksburg. Free black male households contained only one
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good in this category, while free white male households contained four hundred fifteen.
Both black and white males possessed greater amounts of plate forms than silver.
Free black men and free white men did not value the same luxury possessions.
Looking closely at male residents of Fredericksburg reveals that the two groups
consumed luxury goods at different levels. Black men valued live resources first and
luxury furniture second. The reverse was true for white men. The possession of social
equipment was much farther down on the list for black men than it was for white men.
Average per capita luxury consumption among black men was two luxury goods; among
white men, sixteen.
The 1815 Personal Property Tax assessed more goods than ever before, thereby
affecting more people than ever before. Most residents of Fredericksburg paid some
personal property tax. All mature age groups, and all economic strata except the most
impoverished, were represented in the Fredericksburg tax list. Material possessions
helped to determine the status of Fredericksburg inhabitants and to proclaim that status to
residents and travelers alike. Luxury goods projected signs of identity that joined and
separated individuals into distinct cultural and socio-economic groups. Free black male
household heads and autonomous women heads of household are two such groups.
The 1815 Personal Property Tax assessed residents who strove to raise themselves
above the masses to achieve genteel lifestyles through the consumption of luxury goods.
However, as the taxation of Fredericksburg illustrates, the 1815 Personal Property Tax
taxed the masses. The majority of Fredericksburg residents paid a personal property tax
for the possession of one or many luxury items. The 1815 Personal Property Tax was not
an effort to punish Virginians who indulged in luxurious possessions. Instead, it
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represents a celebration of the new availability, variety, and affordability of luxury goods,
which determined that in the new democratic society all American citizens could aspire
to the possession and display of luxury goods.. .and the genteel style of life.
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APPENDIX A: VIRGINIA’S 1815 PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX

“It is expedient to raise by additional taxes a sum not,
exceeding two hundred thousand dollars, in aid of the
present revenue of the commonwealth...” 1

With little recorded amendment or debate, the General Assembly passed the 1815
Personal Property Tax on 21 December 1814. The tax document reported much
information about the luxury possessions of Virginians in 1815. However, information
about the document itself is incomplete and often contradictory. This appendix wilf
address some of those contradictions, as well as questions about levels of compliance and
methods o f collection.
Comparisons of the 1815 Virginia Personal Property Tax lists from different
counties in Virginia present several contradictions. A study of the Fairfax County list
states that all households were listed in the tax document, not only those paying a personal
property tax.2 This was not true in Fredericksburg. The same study claimed that ninetytwo categories of goods, including all variations, were taxed instead of the sixty-six
categories taxed in Fredericksburg, Williamsburg, and York County.3 Case pieces of
furniture (bureaus, secretaries, bookcases, chests of drawers, wardrobes, and clothes
presses) on the Fredericksburg tax list were differentiated according to the type of wood
of which they were made and taxed accordingly. In Fairfax County, the same pieces were
taxed equally “regardless of the wood from which they were crafted.”4 These and other
discrepancies in the 1815 tax lists raise several questions. How much freedom did each

1Commonwealth of Virginia, 1816: 93.
2 Bizier 30.
3 Smart 43. Bizier, 56.
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city or county have in carrying out the 1815 tax law? Were local governments able to
alter the tax in order to better fit their community?
A description of the Fairfax county document mentioned that “...there were printed
columns for recording the number of slaves and farm animals a household owned, [yet] the
household items were all combined and written in a broad blank space reserved for this
purpose.”5 Does this imply that chosen luxury goods were written in for each region?
The Fredericksburg document is all written in hand with no printed columns. Differences
in the tax itself raises numerous opportunities for study of Virginia’s regional differences:
county/city, east/west, newly established community/well established community.
Support for the tax, intended to aid the government in the protection of Virginians
from British attack, became a test of patriotism. Although the British did no further
damage to Virginia, the unopposed burning of Washington, D.C. alarmed Virginians. This
section of the Richmond Inquirer illustrates the initial response to the new tax:
“We must call to mind that these taxes are imposed for the
safety of the state... that he [the British enemy] has made it a
point to bring the war upon us, and select us Virginians as
the object of his vengeance... we must not stoop or knuckle
to the invader: and that money will be necessary to effect
our salvation.— HENCE THESE TAXES!— To enable us
to pay them with ease, we must be economical in our
personal expenses; fly from debt; wear out our old clothes
before we buy new ones, and spend less on ourselves that
we may spare more for our county. — It is thus only that
we can prove ourselves worthy of the only Republic on
earth.”6

4 Bizier, 68.
5 Bizier, 56.
6 Norfolk Gazette and Pub lick Ledger, 29 December 1814 (Vol. xi, no. 47): 3. Printed first in the
Richmond Inquirer, 24 December 1814.

In order to pay the personal property tax personal sacrifice and non-consumption were
encouraged. Compliance with the new tax law was touted as the patriotic responsibility of
Virginian citizens.
Did Virginians actually make the necessary sacrifices and comply with the 1815
Personal Property Tax? Two historians studying York County and Fairfax County
compared probate inventories with the personal property tax lists. The results indicate a
high compliance level with the 1815 tax law. The consideration of York County probate
inventories revealed “a fair level of agreement on the disposition of household goods
between the two types of documents.”7 The Fairfax County comparison determined that
“discrepancies between the lists were slight and strongly suggest that taxpayers were
willing to cooperate in providing information on their household possessions.”8 The levels
of cooperation implied by these comparisons suggest that taxpayers did not conceal or lie
about their personal property in order to pay lower taxes.
The collection method used to collect the 1815 tax is difficult to determine. The
General Assembly instructed the tax collector, often the town sheriff, to list the taxpayers
alphabetically with the date each person presented his or her list of taxable personal
property.9 These instructions suggest that the townspeople provided tax collectors with
taxable property lists, instead of the tax collector assessing property by visiting each
household. It is possible, however, that the tax commissioner verified the possession of
taxable personal property by entering residents’ homes. It seems clear that each

7 Smart, 153.
8 Bizier, 8-9.
9 Schreiner-Yantis foreword, Tazewell County■. Town sheriffs served as tax collectors or commissioners:
“The poll tax imposed on free negroes and mulattos shall be collected by the Sheriffs in the same manner,
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household prepared a list of taxable property, instead of the tax collector, to save time.
Advice appeared in an 1815 Virginia newspaper supporting this assumption. It states: “It
may be useful to our readers to be ready with their list of taxable property, when the
commissioner comes round.”10 A study of personal property taxes mentions a central
place designated for payment of taxes in 1813.11
Several questions remain unanswered about the 1815 Personal Property Tax.
Were taxes collected at the same time residents produced their lists of taxable property?
Is the amount listed for each person the amount charged or the amount paid? Did
collectors enter private homes to verify the possessions listed? Did they enter homes for
collection or cause taxpayers to come to a central location for payment? A comprehensive
study of taxation practices in federal America is necessary before these and other
questions can be answered.

and at the same time that they collect taxes on the taxable property of the Commonwealth....” from
Commonwealth of Virginia, 1815: 15.
10 Norfolk Gazette and Pub lick Ledger, 11 February 1815 (Vol. xi, no. 60): 2.
11 Smart, 151-2.
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APPENDIX B: THE FEDERAL 1815 PERSONAL PROPERTY TAX

“They [American citizens] will cheerfully and proudly bear
every burden of every kind which the safety and honor of
the nation demand.”1
— President James Madison, 1815

As the Virginia General Assembly passed the 1815 Personal Property Tax, the
United States Congress debated a personal property tax and an increase in the direct tax.
On 29 December 1814, a bill passed Congress calling for new taxes on nonessentiaf
furniture valued over two hundred dollars, gold and silver watches, and extra horses.
What was the relationship between the Federal Personal Property Tax law and the 1815
Virginia Personal Property Tax law?
In 1814, President Madison requested additional funds to cover “the expenses
incident to an extension of the operations of the war... on a scale commensurate with the
extent and the character which the war has assumed.” The President urged the Legislature
“...not to distrust the heroic and enlightened patriotism of its
constituents. They will cheerfully and proudly bear every
burden of every kind which the safety and honor of the
nation demand. We have seen them every where paying
their taxes, direct and indirect, with the greatest promptness
and alacrity.”2
Mr. Eppes, a Representative from Virginia and member of the House Ways and Means
Committee, proposed the personal property tax bill in response.
As with the Virginia State tax, lawmakers attempted to produce taxation that
would involve and affect most status levels and age groups. Mr. Eppes and the House

1Abridgment, (20 September 1814)5: 297.
2Abridgment, (20 September 1814)5: 297.
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Ways and Means Committee took care “to select such as will bear equally on every
portion of the community.”3 The inclusion of furniture and other personal property in the
proposed tax stirred debate in Congress. Representatives denounced the bill due to its
“odious character,” and “vexatious” qualities, citing the “necessary valuations of property,
domiciliary visits, &c.,” resulting in encouragement of “immorality, if valued by
assessment on the oath of the proprietors,” and the “difficulty if not impracticability, of
collection, as opening the door to fraud, perjury, and favoritism.” Mr. Eppes defended the
tax, stating that “no inquisitions were intended to be made into property, the amount of
which was proposed to be ascertained by voluntary declaration of the possessors. He
considered it a very proper tax on luxury and superfluity.” Mr. Eppes stated that “he had
no idea, when the United States had for years collected a revenue from imports of twenty
millions of dollars, on the oaths of merchants that they could not collect a tax of a million
dollars from property to be valued on the oaths of the possessors.”4
After passing the House, the bill went to the Senate for approval. It returned to
the House with amendments causing additional debate. The bill became law on 29
December 1814.5 The new tax law’s jurisdiction included seventeen states—New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Vermont, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, Kentucky, Ohio, North Carolina, Tennessee,
South Carolina, Georgia, Louisiana, and the District of Columbia. Records indicate that
3 Abridgment, (11 October 1814)5: 334.
4Abridgment, (24 October 1814)5: 346-7.
5 There is some uncertainty about the date that the tax bill passed Congress. In the second page of a
student paper form a class of Professor William Seale’s, the student writer claimed the bill became law on
20 February 1815 according to the Annals of Congress, Thirteenth Congress, Third Sessions,
“Proceedings,” 20 February 1815, p. 254. I was unable to locate the citation or verify this date to my
satisfaction. The bill passed in the House on Monday 19 December 1814, and in the Senate on 29
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the tax was not collected in United States Territories, Tennessee, or the District of
Columbia.6 The tax on personal property as it passed Congress follows:

“On all household furniture, kept for use, the value of
which, in any one family, with the exception of beds,
bedding, kitchen furniture, and articles made in the family
from domestic materials, shall exceed two hundred dollars
in value, a tax to be laid according to the following scales:
If not exceeding $400..................................... $1.00
Above $400 and not more than $600............ $1.50
Aboye $600 and not more than $1,000......... $3.00
Above $1,000 and not more than $1,500......$6.00
Above $1,500 and not more than $2,000...... $10.00
Above $2,000 and not more than $3,000......$17.00
Above $3,000 and not more than $4,000......$28.00
Above $4,000 and not more than $6,000......$45.00
Above $6,000 and not more than $9,000......$75.00
Above $9,000..................................................$100.00
One dollar on every horse kept exclusively for the saddle;
one dollar and fifty cents for every horse kept in use in a
carriage liable to be taxed; and one dollar fifty cents for
every horse kept for the use of both saddle and carriage.
Two dollars on every gold watch, and one dollar on every
silver watch, kept for use.”7
The increased Federal tax burden provoked an outraged response from a Norfolk,
Virginia resident on the day of the tax law’s passage: “[the new tax] tries the patience and
purses of the people, when the U.S. taxes come to be added.”8 Some concern over the
“double duties” was mentioned in the congressional debate.9 Both the 1815 Virginia and
Federal tax laws assessed personal property such as livestock, gold and silver watches, and

December 1814 according to Abridgment o f the Debates o f Congress from 1789-1856 (29 December
1814)5: 303.
6Abridgment, (29 December 1814)5: 3.
7Abridgment, (17 December 1814)5: 396.
8 Norfolk Gazette and Publick Ledger, 29 December 1814 (Vol. xi, no. 47): 4.
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fine household furnishings. Both lawmaking bodies considered similar goals when
creating the tax: increasing war revenues and spreading the tax burden over the
population. To accomplish these goals, both lawmaking bodies took different approaches.
In the Federal tax, furniture was assessed by cumulative value, instead of by form as in the
State tax. The tax on horses, mares, mules, and colts was based on use—for the saddle,
carriage, or both—in the Federal tax. The State tax did not consider use at all in its
assessment of these animals, all were taxed the same amount (21c). The possession of
r

personal timepieces was taxed based on material only in the Federal tax instead of by the
amount of material in the State tax. The Virginia tax included items beyond the Federal
scope and was much more detailed.
The passage of two bills similar tax bills on both the State and Federal levels raises
several questions. Did Mr. Eppes knowledge of Virginia’s personal property tax inspire
his recommendation for a similar Federal personal property tax? The Virginia State
Archives in Richmond, Virginia offer no evidence of Federal 1815 Personal Property Tax
lists. Where are these Federal assessments? Were the boundaries between State and
Federal personal property taxes blurred? Were these two taxes combined into one list for
easier assessment and collection? Was that why the State taxed so many possessions in
addition to the federally taxed goods? Do Federal personal property tax lists exist for the
other seventeen states subjected to this tax? The opportunities for additional study are
numerous and necessary in order to gain an understanding of the history of personal
property taxation in the United States.

9 Abridgment, (10 October 1814)5: 334.
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APPENDIX C: 1815 FREDERICKSBURG TAXPAYING RESIDENTS
LISTED IN.DOCUMENT ORDER1
Bold listings designate businesses charged a personal property tax.
* listings indicate known women.
Italic listings denote known free blacks.
Bundy, John
*Chew, Ann
Chewning, Samuel
Curtis, Edmund
Christy, Joseph
Chew, Robert S.
Carmichael, James
Cox, George
Campbell, Donald
Coakley, John
Crump, John
Carter, Charles
Cooke, James
Caldwell, William
*Clarke, Mary Ann
Clarke, Charles
Crossley, Thomas
Carter, John
Clarke, Benjamin
Campbell, Peter
Curl, Daniel
Conway, Moses
Cary, Thomas
Coyle, David B.
Davis, Peter
Doggett, Lemuel
Doinnan, James
*Day, Sarah
Denimanda, Amos
*Dade, Elizabeth
Daniel, Thomas
Daniel, James
Donaldson, Adam
Day, Benjamin
Dabb, William
Debaptist, George
Duff, Matthew
Debaptist, Benjamin
Ellis, Robert
Ellis, George
*Evans, Sally

Austin, Charles
Allen, William
Adams, Thomas B.
Alexander, Lewis
Anderson, Darling
Ashby, Vivion
Almond, David
Anderson, Daniel
Allison, George
Asher, William
Blair, James
Beck, James
Benson, John B.
Brooke, William
Buck, Anthony
Baggott, Charles
Basker, William
Barton, Thomas B.
Blaydis, Samuel
Bramhall, Benjamin
Bank Of Virginia
Baggott, James
*Boors, Catharine
Bozel, Richard
Burton, William
Blanton, John
Banks, Baylor
Beedles, John W.
*Bumett, Malinda
Browne, William D.
Buckner, Elias C.
*Bowen, Jane
Baggott, George Jr.
Browne, James E.
Butler, William
Bessy, Lin don
Browne, Hugh
Belfore, John
Bedford, William
Benom, William
Bundy, Alexander

1 Virginia State Library, Richmond, Virginia, Fredericksburg Personal Property Tax List, 1815.
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Jones, Samuel
*Johnston, Jane
*Jones, Letitia
Jones, William
*Johnson, Margaret (Peggy)
Jackson, Samuel
Johnston, Phillip
Jackson, Caesar
Knox, William A.
King, Henry
*Lomax, Martha
Lucas, Fielding
Lewis, Robert
Lucas, Zachariah
Lipscomb, Philip
Lear, John
*Lambeth, Elizabeth
*Lewis, Mildred
Lewis, John
Liverpool, James
Lewis, William (Billy)
Mackay, Robert
Maury, Fontains
Marstin, Mordecai
Marshall, Horace
Mercer, Hugh
Marquiss, Samuel
Mark, John
Myers, Joshua
McWilliam, Andrew
Minor, Garret
Mandel, John
Maury, Butler
Metcalfe, John
Mayer, Philip
*Mcfarlane, Margarette
*Matthews, Mary
Murphy, James
*McCoul, Ann
*McWilliams, Mary (Mrs.)
McGhee, Wiley
Myers, Aaron
McKinny, Jerrard
Mercer, John
Mcbush, M.
Martin, Malthusill
Mop, John M.
Minor, Jack N.
Matthews, Baylor
Massey, Battle
Monroe, Jones
Norwood, George
Newby, James
Noble, John

French, William
French, James
French, George
Farish, Hazelwood
Ford, John T.
Fry, George
Ferguson, James Jr.
*Freneyhough, Catherine (Caty)
Goodwin, Thomas
Gutherie, Barlett
Gamer, John
Green, Timothy
Green, John W.
Goolrick, John
Gaulier, John T.
Gray, William
Gamett, George
Grinnan & Mundell
Greaves, Nathaniel
Gregory, Walter
Gordon, William
Gregory, William A.
Gumber, Josiah
Geyer, Charles
Gore, Jacob
*Gaines, Catharine (Caty)
*Graham, Sarah
Gallagher, James
Green & Cady
Green, Henry
Gayton, Henry
Henderson, David
Hall, John B.
Herndon, Dabney
Hardin, William
*Hudgins, Eleanor
Howison, Samuel
Heath, James
Hammond, George
Howard, William
Howard & Lawrence
Hart, John
Hart, Archibald
Hill, John K.
Howard, William
Hollinger, Edmund
Hollinger, John
Johnston, Richard
Johnston, Richard Sr.
Johnston, Richard L.
Johnson, Ashton
Jones, Isaac
Jones, Isaac
*Johnston, Ann
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Stevens, Rueben
Stewart, Charles
Stevenson, Carter L.
Spooner, George W.B.
♦Smith, Margaret
♦Smith, Elizabeth
Suddeth, Francis
Seddon, Thomas
♦Smock, Sarah
Slaughter, Lawrence
Sturrus, Thomas
*Sturrus, Alice
*Sturrus, Rachael
Stocus, Armistead
Starr, Anthony
Smith, Jack
Thomas, Rueban T.
Taylor, Archibald
Taylor, William Ed.
Tutt, Richard J.
♦Thornton, Lucy
Treplett, John R.
Terrier, Philip
Thomas, Lemuel
Timberlake, Joseph
Terrell, Keeling
Towles, Henry
Taylor, Thomas
Thornton, Anthony R.
Thompson, William
♦Taylor, Ann
Victor, John
Wilson, Samuel B.
Wellford, Robert
Wood, Silas
Walker, Joseph
Wiatt, Frances
♦Willis, Elizabeth (Eliza)
Weidemeyer, John W.
Wellford, William
Wellford, John P.
Walker, Alexander
Wells, William
White, Henry
Walker, Harris
Washington, Samuel
Ware, Thomas
Woodford, William
Williams, William F.
Wright, Thomas
Wilson, Robert
Waring, E.
♦Woodard, Elisabeth
♦Williams, Elizabeth (Ms. E.)

Newton, Martin
Owens, Samuel
Phillips, Samuel
Phillips, Henry T.
Procter, Thomas
Pendleton, Robert
Pilcher, Frederick
Pearson, William
Parke, Benjamin
Procter, William
Pitman, George L.
Pritchard, Edward
Pope, William
Parrott, Robert
Peacock, Richard
Robinson, John
Roberts, William
♦Rogers, Judith
Richards, Robert
Ross, Colin And James
Reader, Michael
Rootes, Thomas R. Jr.
Rothrock, George
Raymond, H.
Richards, George B.
Redd, Joseph B.
Reeder, Hezekiah
Ragan, William
Ridley, William
Ross, John
Rollins, Elisha
Richards, John
Rawlins, John H.
Scott, John
Street, William
Suthard, William
Stone, William I.
Stams, Jacob
Suthard, Edmund
Smock, William
Shultice, John L.
Stanard, Robert I.
Smith, David
Smock, Peter
Smock, James
Sweeney, Morgan
Shepherd, John M.
Slayter, James
Spilman, Peter
Snow, Thomas
Stimson, William
Stone, William G.
♦Sexsmith, Mary
Shepperd, John H.C.
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Waugh, Traven
White, William (Billy)
Webb, William ( Billy)
Young, James
Young, Nemrod
Yeatman, Meredith

Walker, John T.
Williams, James
Western, Samuel
Webb, John
Ware, Jacob
West, James
Wiliams, Abram

Professional Fees
Attorneys at Law
Browne, Nathaniel
Brooke, William
Gregory, William A.
Green, John W.
Gregory, Charles
Harrison, BunMinor, Ganett
Rootes, Thomas R., Jr.
Slaughter, Lawrence
Stanerd, Robert
Terrill, Keeling
Stevenson, Carter L.

Highest Court Practiced On
Superior Court of County
Superior Court of Chancery
Ditto
Ditto
County Court
Superior Court Chancery
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Court of Appeals
Superior Court Chancery
Ditto

Druggists
John B. and Charles R. Hall
William F. Thornton and Company

Physicians and Surgeons
French and Son
Carmichael and Brown
Carter and Russel
James French
Benjamin H. Hall
Robert Wellford

Merchants Licenses Granted
Adams, Thomas B.
Alexander, Lewis
Austen, Charles
Allen, William
*Boors, Catharine
Buck, Anthony
Blaydes, Stephen J.
Bromhall, Benjamin
Cooke, Adam
Coakley, John
Campbell, Donald

Caldwell, William
Cox, George
Fales, Stephen
Gallop, Alexander
Gordon, William
Hines, James
Handell, William
Johnston, Richard
Henderson, David, and Son
Knox, William A.
Marstin, Mordecai
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Suddeth, F.
Smith, Joseph Y.
Shaw, Edward
Smith, David
Shilman, Peter
Sweeney, Morgan
Smock, Peter
Thom, Rueben T.
Wood, Silas
Wellford, William
Ware, Thomas
Yeatman, Meredith

Marshall, Horace
Mark, John
Mackey, Robert
King, John
Newby, James
Peacock, Richard
Phillips, Samuel
Procter, Thomas
Owens, Samuel
Redd, Joseph B.
Richard, Scott D.
Samuel, Philonon
Suthard, William

Ordinaries and Houses of Private Entertainment
Woodford, William
Young, James
Peacock, Richard
Thomas, Taylor
Phillips, Samuel
Tutt, Richard J.
* Smock, Peter and Sarah
*Brock, Ann
Shepperd, John H.C.
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